
There can be only one - . 
Did your favorite game 
make the grade? 

TEDEN4 
First PS2 
Screens! 

New Looks: 
• Onimusha 2 
• Ki'1gdom Hearts 
• Final Fantasy XI 
• Spider-Plan: The Plovie 

• 

u - ev1ews o 
t1UST buy this game! PWS: Begi 





Svvapping paint vvith Styvvalte,. 

Sh1apnel impact at 600 +mph, 

~on Calamari. 

Tatooine. 

T u , b o -b o o s t s I i c e b e t YY e e n c a n y o n vv a 11 a n d O u d 8 o I t. 

Sul lust. 

PlayStation 2 © 2002 LucasArts Entertainment Compar~ llC 20021 ~ lilm I td 
LucasArts logo are registered trael8m~rks of Luca !ii Lief fll v 

I 1 , Iron. lucasArts and the 
p~ter En1erta1nment Inc. 

l us ten Raidet ta,get practice, 

llad lands. 

Official Star Wars Web Site 
www.starwars.com 

IT'S A f:IGHT TO THE FINISH ~ T 
800MPH, GO HEAD -TO-HEAD AGA•NST 

18 OF THE GALAXv'S M0ST AGGAEss,vE 
PODRACERS. WITH 14 HARROWING 

TRACKS ON 5 WOFILDS, FACE TERfll,FYING 
CHALLENGES AT EVERY TUAN. 

GOT THE GUTS TO GO FOR IT1 



Comic Mischief 

HerdyGerdyGame.com 

o~trol a variety of unruly pecies, each with 
their own intellect , per onalities and 
behavior patterns. 

Embark on an epic adventure de ioned for 
the next-generation gamer. 

0 

"One of the most beautiful games to ever 
grace a console ... and it' got depth to match 
its graphics." - PSM 



AND THIS YEAR'S WINNER 15 ... 
e've pt a lot of cool things lined up 
this Issue, but for me, nothing's more 
exciting than choosine our Game of 

the Year. The process can be gruelin&, as we 
debate for weeks on our final PS" 10 list. But 
In the end, all of our hard work just makes the 
final list that much better. Years from now, 
we'll look back on these ten games and 
remember just how great gamine was in 2001. 

Now, on to those other "cool thingsn that I 
mentioned. You have GOT to check out lfaximo 
- this game may not be a household name 
yet, but it will be. And speaking of hot (apcom 
games, we've also got the scoop on Onlmusha 
2, and Auto lfode/lirta, the company's first 
racing title. And don't miss our new lfGSZ and 
FFX secrets, or our loaded Previews section! 
Too. •• much. •• cool ••• stutr. ► CHRIS SLAn 

UICES: All types of pmes, especially the eood ones 
HOBBIES: Comics, hoops, J-Pop, movies, anlme, DVDs 

secret Yalentine's Crush: 
I already have a pffrlend who is as sweet as can be (hi 
sweetie!). She's so nice, she won't even nnd that I ac.ci
dentily erased her Dragon Mrrlor VII save ... I hope ... 

YOU GET IT 
~ a,com 
aledl:onlcs bouSlqUe 

Over 600 stores nationwide 

t 
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An exclusive update on Capcom's Samurai sequel 

I] aking place in 1573, a scant ten years 
after the events in the first game, 
Onimusha 2 drops players into the 

worn shoes of yet another samurai legend, Yagyuu 
Juubei. Modeled after the famous Japanese actor; 
Yusaku Matsuda, Yagyuu faces many of the chal
lenges that Samanosuke (Onimusha: Warlords) has 
had to overcome. Only this time, our hero has two 
new supporting characters to help him out Oyu and 

Magoi hi. Pitted, one again, against the vile 
Nobunaga Oda, players will have to think and fight 
th ir way through a much larger and more realistic 
world. Puzzles nd combat will play an even larger 
role this time around. 

Visually, Onimusha 2 is quite stunning and easily 
eclipses its predecessor. Backgrounds are still pre
rendered, but the amount of detail in them has 
been greatly increased. By adding full-motion video 

to certain scenes, the developers 
were able to create extremely 
believable effects, like rain. Motion
capturing also plays an important 
role in the game and gives all of 
the characters very life-like 
movements and reactions. In fact, 
even a man riding a horse was 
captured in order to get some of ' 
the cinematic sequences to look 
just perfect 

One of the other additions 
to Onimusha 2 is the inclusion of a 
greater number of NPCs (Non
Player Characters), many of which 
will interact with you in various 
ways. Your behavior towards them 
will determine how they'll react 
towards you. Earn their trust and 
they'll give you useful items, infor
mation and, perhaps, even aid you 
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• Not only do the badrpounds look more reallstk. the 
IIICMfMlltS of the chincters wll be more llfe-llm. as welL 

in battle. Make them angry, though, and they'll often 
try to attack you. 

With a Japanese release next month, expect to 
see a lot more coverage on this eagerly ► 

neet Your New Allies 
Players will be joined by two new charac
ters that will accompany them throughout 
a good portion of the 1ame. They'll come 
In handy for some of the biaer., and we 
mean blger, bosses. 

A Early on In the pme. vau'II meet up with Oyu and 
flllkhl and they1I join your party. 

• It's pod to see that the dowD- • You'll hiwe access to more weapons. • You can ten these b.lcqrounds hiwe 
stabbinl tecllnlque has been retained. lndudlnt various swords and spears. ereattY Improved since the last pme . 

• Vanquished enemies release their spiritual eneqy. 

► anticipated title in future issues of PSM. We'll be 
giving you the full scoop on what to expect and why 
you should be excited. Until then, stay tuned and 
keep those blades sharpened! 

PSlf O#Ll#E POLL 
Which will come true on PS2 in 2002? 

2002 's li11eup w~II · ... 
top2001 '5r 

( 43% 

, 29%---..:.. 
j zoo/c · Online 
~ 0 8% gaming 

U!1i11sp1red . I will take 
scque!s wi ll oft 
dorllir iate Drastic innovation 

1n gameplay 

S2 BROADBAND NETWORK UNVEILED 
Sony finally_ spills the beans ... just 
not about North America 

t a press conference in Tokyo last 
December, Sony CE and the Broadband 
Initiative subsidiary of Nippon 

Telegraph and Telephone Corp. (NTT) announced 
their plans to introduce a full-featured, asymmetric 
digital subscriber line (ADSL) PS2 online gaming 
service and broadband network in Japan starting in 
April 2002. Users will unlimited access the "always 
on" services by paying a flat monthly fee, which 
will also help pay for a Sony-provided 40 Gigabyte 
HDD and lOOMbit/sec Network Adapter. By no 
small coincidence, April is the same time 
SquareSoft is aiming to launch the online-only 
Final Fantasy XI on its PlayOnline network in 
Japan, which will lure hordes of PS2 owners to 
pay monthly subscriptions to play. 

SCE President 
Ken Kuturagi 
revealed that the 
PS2 broadband 
interface was 
similar to the 
current PS2 
front-end, 
demonstrating 
how to 
download 
movies, music and games onto the PS2 HOD. He 
also premiered an on-screen photo album and 
navigated through several images and "video mail" 
sent by e-mail. Finally, Kuturagi discussed the 
Dynamic Network Authentication System (DNAS), 
which monitors digital content, can act as a 
parental lock, can restrict the usage of the 
network by time limitations (when subscriptions 
run out), and helps prevent the downloading of 

pirated files. "We would like to offer not only 
game and entertainment content, but also offer 
two-way (interactive) services, including TV, on a 
global scale7 concluded Kutaragi. 

For the time being, a version of the network 
has been on closed trial in the U.K. since the latter 
portion of 2001. The details of a limited public trial 
in cooperation with telecom giant Telewest will be 
announced early in 2002. "The Telewest 
Broadband PlayStation 2 network will, for the first 
time, establish protocols for networked games, 
making the development of these titles much 
more straightforward; said Telewest's head of 
games, Tom Cotter. "This will be multiplayer 
gaming and broadband access integrated like 
never before'.' 

Getting down to brass tacks, PS2 games will be 
the most widely used function of the network, 

particularly in the early stages. 
As Sony has insisted recently, all 
internally-developed Sony 
games going forward are being 
developed with online features. 
Importantly, online-ready titles 
should help convince gamers 
to purchase the PS2 HOD 
and Network Adaptor (either 
as standalone peripherals or 
as part of a subscription to 

services). Shuhei Yoshida, 
SCEA's VP of Product Development, told PSM in a 
recent interview that 2002 is the "year that most 
major publishers started to have online game play 
in console games~ In the first-party's case, these 
titles promise to be more than rehashes of last 
year's big hits: "2002 will be a year of new fran
chises for us. We have more new titles than 
sequels this year': As SCEA told PSM, details on the 
HOD and Network Adapter are coming soon. 

MONITOR 0~~n~ 
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Comcast Preps G4 
Game Network Hits TV In April · 
ITTI ith the popularity of 
lJJ games skyrocketlng, 
and enthusiast TV stations like 
The Golf Channel, Oxygen, 
and MTV rounding up viewers, 
it was only a matter of time 
before a videogames channel 
got off the ground. G4 Media, 
a joint venture of Comcast 
Corp. and AOL Time Warner, 
based on compu 
er, wireless, 
handheld and 
console 
videogames, 
will begin tel
evising 24/7 sta 
ing in April. PSM caught up 
with Charles Hirschhorn, G4 
founder and CEO, who said, 
"We plan to release our spe
c.ific show plans in February. In 
the meantime, we're develop
ing 13 original series and lots 

of specials. The programs fall 
into two camps: genre-specific 
shows (sports, action, rpg, 
etc.) with news, information, 
cheats, and interviews, and 
lifestyle entertainment shows 
(game shows, talk shows, 
comedy shows, scripted 
shows) focused on games~ He 
continues, "G4 needs the 

hardcore 
gamers' sup
port to suc
ceed, but as a 
24/7 televi
sion network 
we plan to 

offer a variety of programming 
as well, which will appeal to 
all levels of gamers from 
hardcore to those simply curi
ous~ On how shows based on 
videogames will be of interest 
to viewers, Hirschhorn stated, 

BILL DONOHU 
vs 

LUTHER D. GRADY 
ROUNO ONE: Background 

LDG: Obese, mullet-wearing 
Cajun slob from SSX Tncky 

LDG: Boards include the Mullet, 
Hambone, and Swamp Buggy 

U : The feared and revered 
Managing Editor of PSM 

Advantage: Bill Donohue 

■D: Owns .40 cal. Browning 
Pistol, .223 Ruger Ranch Rifle 

Advantage: Bill Donohue 
ROUNO TWO: Likes And Dislikes 

LDG: Currently reading Swamp 
Buggies: A History 

LDG: Likes Ted Nugent for his 
hard rock and roll stylings 

■D: Tacoma pickup has intense 
right-wing bumper stickers 

Advantage: Bill Donohue 

■D: A musician, likes Nugent 
for his stance on gun control 

Advantage: Bill Donohue 
ROUND THREE: Men Of Action 

LDG: Performs flamboyant aer
ial tncks on a snowboard 

LDG: Signature snowboarding 
move is the Bronco Buster 

ID: Enjoys shooting unidenti
fied objects out of the sky 

Advantage: Bill Donahue 

ID: Signature move is smack
ing others with unforgiving tin 

Advantage: Bill Donahue 

WINNER: BILL DONOHUE 

"Interactive enter
tainment has all the 
elements of engaging 
TV: original charac
ters, well-written sto
rylines, stunning visu
als, fun, entertain
ment and fans; the 
only thing missing is 
a TV network~ G4 
has already garnered strong 
support and enthusiasm from 
game publishers, who will be 
very forthcoming in providing 
content and advertising for 

their titles on the network. 
And G4TV.com, the network's 
consumer web site, will 
launch along with the net
work in April. 

Lord Of The Rings 
The lfovie ... The Game. .. 

r., ehold the first shots of EA's first 
l.!J The Lord of the Rings game, due to 

release with the second movie from New 
Line this fall. With the playable character 

Aragom (a.k.a. Strider), the mission
based gameplay takes a third

person perspective within fully 
interactive 3D environments 
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SCOOP: CAPCOtl'S 
FIRSTUCER 
&1lflJJ1Jf11JB wD&JwJllJ f11JB ~(Jf//jJJJ@ 

oshlhlro Sudo may not be 
as famous as other 
capcom producers, llke 

Resident Evil ctief Shirtji t11kaml, but 
whether you know his name or not, 
you've played his games. He's 

produced /1arvel vs Capcom 2, Power Stone 2, the 
Copcom vs SNK series, and Onepiece '1anslon, among 
others. With a resume like that, it's hard to consider 
him a newcomer, but as tis next project, Auto 
lfodellista, Is starting to turn heads, he's suddenly 
ftndine himself In the spotlight. We sat down with 
Sudo-san to get the scoop on neda/list, and learn 
more about capcom's rising star. 

PStl: Is this your first racing title? 
YOSHIHIRO SUDO: This is the first serious racing 
title for myself, our 
team and also for 
the company. I 
have always been 
highly interested in 
working on a 
racing game and 
I'm very excited 
about this title. 

PS": Do you own a car? 
If so, what kind? Do 
you always obey all 
traffic regulations? 

the game is the same thing that makes cars 
cool. The car itself is such a cool and stylish 
machine and we really want that to come 
across well in the game. 

Also, your goal is not just to race as fast 
as you can. You can fully customize your car 
however you like, and just enjoy driving it 
around or bragging about how cool it looks. What 
we are trying to achieve is the ultimate fun and 
excitement associated with cars. 

PSM: Can you compare the game's racing style 
to any other racing titles out there? Will it be 
more realistic, or more arcade style? 
YS: There is not, and has never been, a racing game 
like this. It's new in every aspect Instead of taking a 
realistic "simulatorn kind of direction, it is a fun, 
interesting game with a unique and stylish feel. 

However, it's not going to be a cheesy game 
with tons unrealistic features, either: Auto 
Modellista is a game that does possess realistic 
features, but has a very unique look and feel. 

PSM: What other raci111 games out there do 
you enjoy playing in your spare time? 
YS: I like Namco's Ridge Racer series, and I think 
Polyphony's Gran Turismo 3 is fantastic. I think 

those titles are popular 
because each has very 
unique features. We want 
to let everyone know that 
Auto Modellista also has 
very unique features and 
a fun design that we 
hope wil I make it a 
popular game. 

YS: I used to like 
modifying my car and 
driving it on mountain 
passes. I even had a racing 
license. Currently I own a 
wagon. I have gone to 
various car shops and 
racing circuits to do 
research for this title, and 

• Expec.t deep c.- custamizadon features In lfode/1/sto. 

PSM: If you were In a 
race and needed a 
partner to ride with you, 

it makes me really want to "race" again. I might be 
buying a sports car in the next year or so. 

PS": So far we know very little about Auto 
l'fodellista. How is this game different from all of 
the other racing titles out there? 
YS: The first thing I want to mention are the 
awesome visuals! One of the greatest appeals of 

would you choose 
(Japanese female pop stars) Ayumi Hamasaki, 
Mamie Amuro or the luscious Kano sisters? 
YS: No way! If I had such a beautiful partner riding 
with me, I'd be too nervous to race. 

PS": We've heard that the game will have 
online features. Can you say how that will work, 
and confirm that the American version of the 

• Believe it or not, this is what Auto lfodellista actually 
looks like during 1ameplay. How freakil' cool ls that? 

game will support those online play features? 
YS: Since online play will be key in this game, I 
want to make it happen. However, since we are 
currently not sure about the online situation 
for the PlayStation 2 in North America, we haven't 
really decided on it just yet 

PSM: Will the game support the Hard Disk 
Drive, perhaps with car customization features? 
YS: Of course! 

PSM: The game's graphics have a very cool 
anime/manga look - what was the Inspiration 
for this unique visual style? 
YS: There are various racing games out there and I 
don't think making something similar would work. I 
think gamers are tired of the same kind of racing 
games. We wanted to make it innovative, stylish and 
something that has never been made before. That's 
why we decided to go with this style of graphics. 

PSM: Will the cars be licensed or original 
models? If licensed cars are to be included, can 
you say at this point what they will be? 
YS: Basically, all cars, parts and courses in this 
game are from the real world and are licensed. 
Currently, we have got licenses from the Japanese 
car makers and we are working on getting many 
more licenses from other makers. Please, tell me 
which cars you guys want in this game for the 
American version! I'll try my best 

PSM: Finally, we've heard from unnamed 
sources (Natt Atwood, PR, Capcom Ent.) that 
you were a member of a rowdy street racing 
gang called "Nidnight Dragons." Is this true? 
YS: Such a thing is not true! It's all lies! (Laughs) 
Your source only said that because he is trying to 
cause me grief! What a JERK! 

• Cakhadlnl, speed lines. and othM' stylized effects make lfode/listo appear more Illa! a raclnt anlme than a game. h's this unique visual approach that already has everyone buzzing. 
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1 Comic Mischief 

Mild Language 
RAD @ CAL 
E N T E R T A I N M E N T"' 

. , : 

=--.-,. : .. : 

VE STRll1T ORPERS 
'P AU SAIOWBOARPJ 
'FF OF THE SUMM NAYAHAS OTHER /PEAS. SHE KWOWS 

SOMETHIWS 8/S I~ -0/NS 01,/ UP THERE 
AW/? MUST ESCAPE THE SKI PA TRO/.... 

BUT THAT;S NOT THE HAU: OF IT. NAYA ALSO 
HAS TO FINP AU THE UNASSEMBLEP 80MB 
PARTS ANP FIRE THE Allt'll.l.lll~ CANNON 
TO START AN AVAI.AIICNI. 

SHE HAS HER WORK t:UT OUT FOR 
HER IF SHE HOPES TO UNLOl1K THE 
MYSTERIES ATOP THE SUMMIT. 

PlayStation .. 2 

I! ! 
! 833 

,,.. .... kam1t.an 

www.thq.com 
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Hooters: Road Trip Action Ubi Soft 
Dodge Ball Sports Tommo 

• 
Din 

This is your one-stop spot to get a handle on the best stuff headed our 
way. Please keep in mind that release dates are always subject to change. 

Future Outlook 
All-Star Baseball 2003 
Army t1en RYS 
Barbarian 
Commandos2 
ESPN l"ILS Extralime 2002 
Eve of Extinction 
Freekstyle 
H20venlrive 
High Heat l"ILB 2003 
Hot Shots Golf 3 
Hype • The nme Quest 
Kelly Slater's Pro surfer 
Knockout Kings 2002 
l"lat Hoffman's Pro B11X 2 
rledal of Honor: Frontline 
11LB Slugfest 20-03 
nonster Jam l"lax Destruction 
Need for Speed: Hot Pursuit 2 
Power Pro Tennis 
PRYltl One: The Dark Unicorn 
Rally Simulation 
Rayman Arena 
Sled Storm 2 
SOCOl1: US Navy SEALs 
Star Wars Jedi Starfighter 
Test Drive 
Transworld SUrf 
UFC:Throwdown 
V.I.P. 
World of OUtlaws Sprint cars 

Bear in the Big Blue House 

Britney Spears Dance Beat 
Onimusha2 
l"like Tyson Heavyweight Boxing 
P.O.W. Escape From 

Colditzcastle 
Simpsons Skateboarding 

Acclaim 
JDO 
Titus 
Eidos 
Konami 
Eidos 
EA Sports 
Crave 
3DO 
Sony 
Ubl Soft 
Activision 
EA 
Activision 
EA 
ffldway 
Ubl Soft 
EA 
Konami 
TOI ttedlactlve 
Ubl Soft 
Ubl Soft 
EA Sports 
Sony 
LucasArts 
lnfogrames 
lnfogrames 
Crave 
Ubl Soft 

• A rare blend of action and suateu, tills Coclenlasters pme 
wll challenae ,ou to ma1rie a areal escape. 
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he #1 Source for Playstation 2 OFF! 
YES! Please enter my subsaiption to PSM: 1000/o 

Independent PlayStation 2 Magazine. I'll receive 
12 issues for only $10 - just 83 4 an issue! 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY /STATE/ZIP 

□ Bill me later □ Check enclosed 
Offer good In US only. Cover price per issue Is $4.99. Canada: USS26 (lndudes GST). 
Foreign: USS39. Prepaid In US funds. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first Issue. 
Regular subscription price: $20 

HALF 
JP22S01AN 

YES! Please enter my subscription to PSM: 1000/o 
Independent PlayStation 2 Magazine. I'll receive 
12 issues for only $10 - just 83 ( an issue! 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY / STATE/ ZIP 

□ Bill me later □ Check enclosed 
Offer good In US only. Cover price per issue is S4.99. Canada: USS26 (lndudes GST). 
Foreign: USS39. Prepaid in US funds. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first Issue. 
Regular subscription price: S20 

OFF! 
JP22S01AN 

YES! Please enter my subsaiption to PSM: 1000/o 
Independent PlayStation 2 Magazine. I'll receive 
12 issues for only $10 - just 83( an issue! 

NAME 

, ADDRESS 

CITY /STATE/ZIP 

□ Bill me later □ Check enclosed 
Offer good In US only. Cover price per Issue Is $4.99. Canada: US$26 (indudes GST). 
Foreign: USS39. Prepaid In US funds. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of fi rst Issue. 
Regular subscription price: S20 JP22S01AN 
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Stuff 
H re's a look at some of the hottest new gear 
that everyone's talking about 

'ltE# FOREVER COIIIC SERIES 
2.95 Per Issue/Available starting in January 

J re Is no doubt that there exists a unique synergy between 
mks and videogames. The highly stylized characters and visual 

yl of videogames lend themselves very well to the comic 
book format, and if you tie in a great lkense like the TekJcen 

r - in which eac:h of the charaCterS has an Interesting 
backstory and rivalries, and is drawn to a 

mysterious townament - you could have a ~ on 
yoa.- hands. Image Comics ("Tomb 
Raider"' comics) and producer TidalWaYe Studios ("10th 
l'luse," "Dollz") are lookinl to sweeten the deal with 
talented artist Paco Diaz (l'larvel Comics "Deadpool," 
Aalalm's "tlagnus Robot Fighter"), inks by Dark Design, 
and writer Dave Chi. Best of all, the storyline is based on 
the quest to unveil the Identity of Telcken Tag's mysterious 
final boss, "U~." the answer of which will play out 
in the series. 

"Tekken Forever" will have 4 issues in the mini-series, 
one eac:h month starting in January. The first issue 
(pictured) has two covers, one by Paco Diaz and Roger Cruz 
of "10th l'luse:' 

TOP10DVDs . TOP 5 tlOVIES (Theater) 
OUR TOP PICK: 
JAY AIID SILENT IN STRm 11AU 
2126/02 
The famed stoner-slackers' take 
on the road trip movie gets a 
2-disc special edition, complete 
with audio commentary, 
deleted scenes, gag reels, 
behind the scenes stuff, a music 

,__......,_....._._~ video and trailers. 

2. Al len Iverson: The Answer 
3. The Musketeer 
4. Bad News Bears 
5. Ghost World 
6. Robotrix 
7. The Wanderers 3: Winds of WM 
8. Fresh 
9. Starship Troopers Chronicles: Hydora 
10. Starship Troopers Chronicles: Tophet 

02105/02 
02126/02 
02112/02 
02/05/02 
02/26/02 
02/05/02 
02/12/02 
02/05/02 
02105/02 

OUR TOP PICK: 
COWTBW. IWIAGE 2/08/02 
Long-delayed and retooled 
due to the terrorist attacks of 
September 11, this film casts 
Arnold as a firefighter who 
takes matters into his own 
hands when international ter
rorists kill his family. Expect 
clever catch-phrases. 

2. Rollerball 02/08/02 
A remake of the 1975 cult film, Rollerbo/1 details an ultra-violent 
fu1uistiC sport and features Ctvis Kim. LL Cool J, and Rebecca 
Ron1in-Stlmos. 
3. Below 02/08/02 
In an odd mix of a scl-fi ttviller set during WWII, a U.S. submarine 
crew must confront not only the Nazis. but a supernatural force. 
4. Super Troopers 02/25/02 
Likely to get limi1ed release, this off-beat comedy concerns Vermont 
state trool)efS trying to keep their jobs cuing budget arts. 
5.Crowoads 02/15/02 
Britney Spears sttowcases her incredible acting talent as one of tine 
best friends (Britney's the smart one!) on a cross-country road trip. 

MONITOR 00~~1Di!7 
0o~ SELECT 

~•5 Bl[j [jAME UPDATE 
I. llaximo 
Put on your favorlte pair of 
heart-speckled bolCllfS and nestle up 
with that special someone, because 
CapcOln wll be showering us 
all with kM on Yalentlne's Day, 
February 14th. 

2. Final Fantasy XI 
Despite doubts that PS2 online 
gaming will take off this ~. ffX/ 
could (flanle naysayers' outlook. 
Following the spring release in 
Japan, word has It ffX/ will hit the 
states late this ~ or in early 2003. 

3. Onimusha Z 
CapcOln North America's President 
Ill Gardner told us to "keep In maid 
the nmnber 2· for Capcom's 2002 
llneup. Obviously, this In pat refers 
to sprlnc's Onimusha z, sequel to 
PS2's first worldwide million-seller. 

~- Devil llay Cry 2? 
We couldn't help but figure that 
(apcom's IHI Gardner ~ also 
making a reference to an unan

nounced Devl l'1ay Cry sequel, which 
could arrive in the fow1h quarter of 
this year. Look for the conflnnatlon 

of this title sometime soon. .. 

5. Yirtua Fighter 4 
Sep's fla&slllp fllhter should arrtw 
shortly after Its January release In 
Japan. VF has been less appreciated 
than Sony's go-to fllhter retain. But 
VFf could very well change that. 

&. Xenosaga 
While Namco hasn't said anythinc 

new in a while, and we haven't seen 
a playable wnlon in English, the 

reactJon to this game from the Falt 
Tokyo Game Show rivaled ffGSZ's 

reception at last ~'s E3. Look for it 
hopefully by sunvner. 

7. Kingdom Hearts 
With the surprise alOUIICement 
that FfX wauld 10 on sale in mid
December. the anticipation of the 
next Square RPG will crescendo 
until ICJngdom Hearts arrives 
next fall 

a. "OH: Frontline 
Although It's a console FPS, it Is one 

of the best In the genre, and 
definitely the best to appear on 

PSone. While Allled Assault Is poised 
to WCN1 PC and Xbox fans, EA will 

deliver the definitive WWII shooter 
to PS2 In ttarch. 

. . -~ I. ': ~• -;.~ 
' .. • ; 

;;.. 

9. Tekken 4 
Its ladduster arcade reception should 
In no way suaest that Tf Is a dud. 
Expect your tavorite characters to 
retwn. plus some new ones. Other 
feaQnS Include true 3D movement 
and Interactive bacqrounds. 

10. "ortal lombat 
This series has quietly drifted iJNR/1/ 
from the gaming scene, but 11~ 
hopes to bring the fifth lnstallment 

back in October on PS2, rlvallng the 
success of the series' best title, lfltl/. 

Let's hope Boon and the other 
aeators can revive this series. 
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Stuff 
re's a look at some of the hottest new gear 

th t everyone's talking about 

llKE# FOREVER COIIIC SERIES 
2.95 Per Issue/Available starting in January 

TI is no doubt that there exists a lfflique synergy between 
mks and videogames. The highly stylized charaeten and visual 

tyl of videogames lend themselves very well to the comic 
book format, and If you tie in a great license like the TekJren 

r s - in which each of the characterS has an interesting 
backstory and rivalries, and is drawn to a 

TOP10DYDs 

mysterious tcunament - you could have a winner on 
your hands. 1maae Comics ("Tomb 

OUR TOP PICK: 

Raider'" comics) and producer TNlalWave Studios ("10th 
Nuse:' "Dollz") are looking to sweeten the deal with 
talented artist Paco Diaz (rtarvel Comics "Deadpool," 
Atclalm's "11agnus Robot Fighter"), inks by Dark Desicn, 
and writer Dave Chi. Best of all, the storyline is based on 
the quest to unveil the Identity of Teldcen Tag's mysterious 
final boss, "Unknown," the answer of which will play out 
in the series. 

"Tekken Forever" will have 4 issues in the mini-series, 
one each month starting in January. The first issue 
(picnnd) has two cavers, one by Paco Diaz and Roger Cruz 
of "10th Nuse:" 

TOP 5 tlOYIES (Theater) 
OUR TOP PICK: 

MY AD SILDIT IOI STRID IACIC 
2/26/02 
The famed stoner-slackers' take 
on the road trip movie gets a 
2-disc special edition, complete 
with audio commentary, 
deleted scenes, gag reels, 
behind the scenes stuff, a music 

1.-....;;:1 _ _ ....___,J video and trailers. 

COWJHAL IWIAGE 2/08102 
Long-delayed and retooled 
due to the terrorist attacks of 
September 11, this film casts 
Arnold as a firefighter who 
takes matters into his own 
hands when international ter
rorists kill his family. Expect 
clever catch-phrases. 

2. Allen Iverson: The Answer 
3. The Musketeer 
4. Bad News Bears 
5. Ghost World 
6. Robotrix 
7. The Wanderers 3: Winds of War 
8. Fresh 
9. Starship Troopers Chronicles: Hydora 
10. Starship Troopers Chronicles: Tophet 

02/05/02 
02/26/02 
02/12/02 

02/05/02 
02/26/02 
02/05/02 
02/12/02 
02/05/02 
02/05/02 

2. Rollerball 02/08/02 
A remake of the 1975 rult film, Roller/Ja/I details an ultra-violent 
futuistic sport and leaures Chris Klein, ll Cool J, and Rebecca 
Roniio-Slamos. 
3. 1e1ow 02/08102 
In an odd mix of a sd-fi thriller set ckring WWII, a U.S. submame 
CI'I/NI must confront not only the Nazis, but a supernatural force. 
4. Super Trvopers 02/25/02 
Likely to get limited release, this off-beat comedy concerns Vermont 
state uoopers trying to keep their jobs during budget cuts. 
s. Crosstoac1s 02/15/02 
Britney Spears showcases her incredible actin8 talent as one of ttvee 
best lrieods (Britney's the smart one!) on a O'OSS-COtaltry road trip. 

~'5 BIG GAME UPDATE 
I. flaximo 

', ~-' ~ .. 

- -
~ ~ 

) 

Put on your faworlte pair of 
heart-spedded bolcers and nestle up 
with that special someone, because 
CapcOln wll be showering us .. 

,.,. - all with love on Yalenline's Day, 
February 14th. 

i?. Final Fantasy XI 
Despite doubts that PS2 onllne 
larmll will take off this year, FFXI 
could change nays¥rS' outlook. 
Following the spring release in 
Japan, word has It F1Xl will hit the 
states late this year or in early 2003. 

3. Onimusha Z 
CapcOln North America's President 
., Gardner told us to '11.eep In mind 
the number 2" for (apcom's 2002 
lneup. Obviously, this In part refers 
to sprtna's Onlmusha z, sequel to 
PSZ's first worldwide milion-sell& 

~- Devil llay Cry 2? 
We couldn't help but figure that 
Capcom's Bill Gardner was also 
making a reference to an unan

nounced Devil l1ay Cry sequel, which 
could arrive in the fcuth quarter of 
this year. Look for the conflrmatlon 

of this title sometime soon •.. 

5. Virtua Fighter 4 
Sep's ftalslllp fllhtet' should arrM 
shonly after Its January release In 
Japan. VF has been less appreciated 
than Sony's KO-to fllhter TetAen. But 
VFf could very well change that. 

6. Xenosaga 
While Namco hasn't said anything 

new in a while, and we haven't seen 
a playable venion In English, the 

reaction to this game from the Falt 
Tokyo Game Show rivaled lfGSZ's 

reception at last year's E3. look for it 
hopefully by sunwner. 

7. Kingdom Hearts 
With the swprise ~ 
that FfX would 10 on sale in mid
December. the antldpation of the 
next Square RPG wll aescendo 
until llJnrdo,n HeotU arrives 
next fall. 

8. "OH: Frontline 
Although It's a console FPS, it is one 

of the best in the genre, and 
definitely the best to appear on 

PSone. While Allied Assault is poised 
to wow PC and Xbox fans, EA will 

deliver the definitive WWII shooter 
to PSZ in rtarch. 

. . -~ . . ~ -. -~ 
• .. J. • 

9. Tekken 4 
Its lacldmter arcade reception should 
In no way suaest that T4 is a dud. 
Expect your t.worlte characters to 
return. plus some new ones. Other 
featureS Include true 3D movetnent 
and intsactlve bacqrounds. 

10. "ortal Kombat 
This series has quietly drifted ~ 
from the gaming scene, but t11dway 
hopes to bring the fifth lnstallment 

back in October on PS2, rlvallng the 
success of the series' best title, lfltll. 

Let's hope Boon and the other 
creators can revive this series. 
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ESPN Winter X Games Snocross lets you grab the handlebars, (1y off kickers, and roost into 
real snowmobile racing. You choose from 6 real pro racers and compete against the top sled 
slingers out there. Featuring hidden shortcuts and variable weather conditions for any full
throttled appetite. Need to step it up a notch? Hit the hole-shot in X Games Mode, where 
you can sweat your way up to the pro level and capture the gold medal. 

SORRY, TONY! 
In CU' December 2001 issue, 
we scored the PSone version of 
IJny Hawk's Pro Slcuter 3 a not
SHIOt 4 out of 10. However, we 
later received a version of the 
game that was somewhat 
better; good enough for us to 
now upgrade CU' score to a 6. 
We hope this helps if you're still 
deciding whether or not to buy. 



~
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Capcom delivers old-school fun with new-school style 

I t could be said that Jak and Daxter 
showed gamers the new direction of 
the platforming genre with its massive, 

seamless go-anywhere world. Maximo, on the other 
hand, returns us to the more constrained realm of 
the utraditional" level-based 3D platformer; with the 
main focus being on fine-tuning classic platformer 
gameplay to the nth degree. The first PS2 game 
from Capcom's newly formed U.S. studio, it's not 
only a sterling initial effort, but also one of the best 
overall examples of the genre we've ever played. 

HOW IT STACKS UP 
l.ki_ ;~,~, ·•>e;•.·~,.::,.,., .. l 'j; ... t;,,.ti 

i! ► Jak And Daxter IPSi!l 9 cut cl ID 

3 ► Rayman i!: Revolution IPSi!I 9 out of ID 

'I ► Klanoa 2: Lunatea's Veil IPSc!I B cut cl 10 

S ► Crash Bandicccl: TWDC IPSi!l 6 cut cl 10 

In fact, a lot of the crew behind the game previously 
worked on the Crash Bandicoot series, and it shows 
in a lot of ways. The pacing is similar, the overall 
control shows the same attention to tuning, and, 
most of all, the cartoon-like qualities of its charac
ters and world. But it's a different and overall better 
game for a number of reasons. 

First up are the core play mechanics themselves. 
The number of actions that Maximo can perform is 
downright mind-boggling, but at the same time, 
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every one has a very specific use and advantage. I 
can't say how many times I said uwow" after getting 
a new power-up and realizing what it did, or smiled 
at how it changed the way I played the game. 
Maximo's shield, which could have been just an 
afterthought, becomes a central play mechanic -
you'll often need to block attacks before returning 
blows, and the shield throwing ability becomes 
incredibly strategic later on. The ability to throw 
the shield more precisely from a first-person ► 

► viewpoint would have been a welcome addition, 
t is not missed too much. 
Probably the best aspect of the control, however; 
that the moves (even the basic ones, like Maximo's 

double jump) all feel very rewarding to perform -
there's a really visceral feeling to playing the part of 
Maximo in this game. You can even combine items, 
uch as the Shield of Midas (which sucks in items) 
md the Shield Throw to reach far-away power-ups. 
It's these sort of things that you can almost see the 
game's creators winking at 

My only real control complaints are that Maximo 
an't grab ledges and there's no way to center the 

camera behind Maximo while he's moving - it 
would have made some situations less hectic (and 
deadly). Overall, though, the camera system is one 
of the best I've encountered (better than Jak and 
Daxter's) in a platformer; and even goes as far as to 

mploy some cool ucra-zy" camera angles for effect 
The same attention to detail and tuning extends 

to the enemies themselves. While there are a cast of 

REVIEWS 0 °~~ fim oo~§ 

"Not only an excellent first effort, but also one of the 
best overall examples of the genre we've ever played" 

basic foes that you'll always comes across no matter 
what level you're in, they each have specific weak
nesses to learn. There are also level-specific 
enemies that are not only tougher, but even more 
clever in their attacks. The boss encounters {of 
which there are five) are challenging, but not too 

hard - once you learn to pick up the visual cues 
they give, in classic form, about their weak points. 

Then there are, of course, the levels themselves. 
I'd rank them right up there with Jak and Daxter in 
my list of favorites - there's just so much to see, do, 
and find in them. And while they're always driving ► 
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► you forward, there's just enough room to explore. 
The one aspect of the worlds I'd like to have seen 
expanded are level-specific events. The first one has 
some (such as trees crashing through bridges and 
rising ground), but they seem sadly forgotten as you 
get further into the game. 

Overall, I'd classify Maximo as "very technically 
polished" - right down to the title screen. While its 
worlds could have benefited from some extra 
smoothness on objects, or more texture variety, it's 
still very detailed, and, most of all, highly atmos
pheric. Lots of fog, rain, and lighting effects are 
emp,loyed to give each world its own unique feel. 
The first world (the graveyard) is still a stand-out in 
terms overall polish and wow factor, but they all 
look great The characters - designed by Japanese 
artist Susumu Matsushita - also have a style all 
their own, and Maximo definitely has what it takes 
to be more than a one-shot mascot He and the rest 
of the cast are animated extremely well, conveying 

a lot of body language and emotion. Even the items 
and power-ups have character! 

Audio-wise, the boisterous music will have you 
humming along, although it seems a little too 
subdued in world two. The sound effects remain 
consistently good throughout, though, with the large 
number of voice effects used for Maximo really ► 
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LE EQUALS 
UBSTANCE 
xlmo doesn't change his outfit for the 

ke of style - it tells how he's doing. 
eh bit of armor equals another stage of 

h life bar, and can be powered up to 
I mlted invincibility. If he's running around 
n his boxers, he's about to die. And not 

Ju t from embarrassment, either. .. 

► helping to give him more character - he 
yelps, grunts, and reacts audibly to enemies and 
various different level events. 

In terms of challenge, Maximo is about average. 
It's a game that can be played casually or thorough
ly - you can get through the levels fairly quickly if 
you want by just taking out key enemies, but you 
won't have the items or money you'll need to do a 
lot later on - or get the most fun out of the experi
ence. It never feels especially unforgiving, but there 
are definitely times when you'll be cherishing that 
extra life or continue. Thankfully, as with the coin
based system for purchasing power-ups, the spirit
collecting mechanic that results in "Death Coins" 
(continues) actually works really well. 

The fact that you must collect 100 coins to save 
or move between worlds, however, doesn't. It just 
seems archaic to make players do this nowadays, 
especially when a lot of games are making the move 
to usave anywhere" systems. It's not too huge of a 

pain, but it's still annoying, nonetheless. 
That said, there is a real benefit to going back and 
getting a higher completion rate in each level: you'll 
gain access to extra features, such as a very cool art 
gallery and movie mode. You can even buy designer 
boxer shorts for Maximo, so he can dash around in 
style when his armor's knocked off. 

Good (and great) points aside, I do have some 
nit-picky gripes. For one, I really wish that the 
cutscenes would have been done in-game; they 
don't seem to fit into the mix that well. Plus, there's 
still the old-schooler in me that wishes they'd called 
this Ghosts 'N Goblins 3D (which it technically is) and 
stopped hinting at its classic theme in the music -
Maximo even hums it while idle, for goodness sake! 

Suffice to say, if you buy Maximo - and you 
most definitely should - you'll be playing one of 
the best 3D platforrners in a long time. It's polished, 
challenging, lots of fun, and deserves to be placed 
right up there with Naughty Dog's seasoned efforts 
in Jak and Daxter. There's still plenty of room to 

explore in a sequel, though, and we can only hope 
the team is already well underway on planning one. 

► Randy Nelson 

OUTSTANDING -= 
From its excellent mechanics to its superb 
level design and personality, this is one of 
the best 3D platformers yet. 
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JADE COCOO# Z 
~ hen the first Jade Cocoon released on PSone, 
W it met with mixed results. Part monster 
collection game, part traditional RPG, there was no 
denying that it was a pretty game. Unfortunately, if fell a 

little short in the gameplay department For the PS2 
follow-up, Genki has overhauled the game, with a new 
cast of characters that centers around Kahu, a young boy 

who must hone his Cocoon Master skills in order to 
"purify" the beasts that inhabit four different forests. If 
Kahu fails, then the dreaded Kalma will destroy the world. 

Your responsibility is strategically deciding which beast 

and which ability will succeed against your enemy. You're 

able to switch between different beasts on the fly during 
combat, with eventually up to 12 different monsters at 
your disposal. It's an interesting system that places 
emphasis on strategy rather than brute force, but, in the 
end, it still feels a little limited. 

~~ 

# DF Pl.AYERS 

1-Z 

Ubi Soft's localization is superb, with attention placed on 
the copious amount of voice that accompanies nearly 
every single one of Kahu's interactions in town and in the 
forest And compared to the original, JC2 contains more 
personality in its first five minutes than the whole of the 
first game. Its quirky sense of humor perfectly q>mpli
ments the game's amazingly colorful and lush graphics. 

But even with a host of new features and a wonderful 
look,JC2 still seems strangely limited in its gameplay and 
scope. Most gamers will no doubt overlook the simplicity 

and mechanics to find a pleasantly engaging game within. 

► Francesca Reyes 

# DF PLAYERS 

1-i! 

LEGE#DS OF WllEffll#G 
~ hese days, the WWF has been the only real 
U game in town for pro wrestling fans - on TV 
and in videogames. As such, Legends of Wrestling doesn't 
have any real license, but instead takes on Vince 
McMahon's empire with a unique gameplay system and 

some of the most famous names from the sport's past 
The good news is that LoW succeeds in a lot of ways. 

The grappling and countering system, which relies on 
rhythm game-like meters, really puts a lot of emphasis on 

reversals and timing. It also captures a lot of the more 

subtle nuances of the sport - such as straining for rope 
breaks during submissions - better than any other PS2 
wrestler. The wrestlers also look really good, move well, 
and their moves lists are quite extensive. 

On the other hand, the game can often feel painfully 
slow. The fact that the wrestlers' timing meters are 

~ ~::is===:i~. 

located at the top of the screen really takes your eyes off 
the action a lot, too. There's also a problem with wrestlers 

"no selling• big moves and finishes - they simply pop up 

after being pinned. The season mode could have 
benefited from a little work, too: you're not even told who 
your next opponent is. 

Most wrestling fans will still find Smackdown's faster

paced gameplay and sheer enormity of play modes more 
their style, but LoW should still be considered by those 

who want to try something new. 
► Randy Nelson 

# DF Pl.AYERS 

1-8 

#FL GAlfEDAY ZOOZ 
,-;a ameDay 2001 was an unfinished disaster that 
~ will forever be considered one of the worst 

PS2 games ever made. GameDay 2002 is a step in the 
right direction. Unfortunately, it's only "baby steps~ 

Sure, the graphics are improved over last year's mess ... 
at least until the action starts. The player models are 
improved, but the graphics sometimes bog down so much 

the game is nearly unplayable. If, for instance, you're 
playing a linebacker, you'll rarely get to the quarterback 

because the game goes into slo-mo at the snap and the 
offensive linemen 'magically' warp into the perfect 
blocking position. This makes defense utterly frustrating. 

On offense, it's just as bad. We have never once been 
able to pull off a play action pass - it's a guaranteed 
sack every time. Why is it even in the playbook? 

If that were the only problem, this game would be 
awful enough, but GameOay 2002 is packed full of 

glitches, bugs, and design flaws that brought us to new 
depths of aggravation. Players randomly run at inhuman 

speeds, defenders warp into tackles from yards away, and 
the computer often screws up tight contests with unforgiv

able turnover bugs. It is quite simply an unfinished game. 
Last year, we said that it would take years for the 

GameOay franchise to regain its place as a contender 
among the football elite. Judging by this version, we may 

need to add a few more years to our assessment, 
because right now this franchise isn't even in the same 
stadium as Madden or NFL 2K2. 

► Dan Egger 

--HI ~~u~e hungry for a PS2 football game, this should be your last choice. 

FINAL SCORE It's slightly bette~ than last year's GameDay, but is still full of holes, bugs, 
and overall sloppiness. 
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DRAGO#RAGE 
n here are three things we'd love to be in a 
U fantasy universe: a ninja, a dragon, or Lara 
Croft's pants. While we wait for the pants game, we'll have 
to put up with efforts like Dragon Rage, a good idea for a 
game that never quite catches fire. You take control of 
Cael, an angry dragon who has to wreak vengeance on 
his former Orcish captors. 

That sounds like a good time to us, but Dragon Rage 
suffers from two problems. First, it ain't all that great to 
look at The landscape is mostly smeary brown and green 
textures across a mountainous landscape, and the 
character models tend to be low-poly and rough. You just 
never get swept up into a believable world. 

The other problem is that the controls can be rather 
awkward. The levels don't offer a great deal of freedom. 
You'll never soar miles into the sky, or go swooping aver 
mountain ranges. Instead, mysterious shimmery walls limit 

~ ~~ ~~ PUBLISHER 

SONY CEA 

the breadth of the levels, and an invisible ceiling keeps 
you artificially close to the ground. The whole effect is 
rather stifling, as if you're guiding a vicious kite rather 
than a dragon. 

The addition of a two player co-op mode is another 
good idea, but the game looks worse in split screen. And 
while the magic system gives your dragon some interest
ing and devastating attacks, the crude in-engine 
cutscenes do nothing to raise the game's low-budget feel. 
It's not worst game ever, but it ain't Lara's pants, eithe[ 

► Jim Preston 

PISM! (I ~!~~!~~ a game that is hamstrung by bland graphics and confining 

FINAL SCORE g~meplay. The split screen, two-player mode doesn't help matters much, 
either. It's too bad, really ... 

...._ ____ __.,.._.._ l # OF PlAYERS 
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PARAPPA THE RAPPER Z 
n he original Parappa was one of the most 
U freshly original games to grace PlayStation, 
and its semi-sequel, Um Jammer Lammy, improved upon 
it in just about every way. Now the series has hit PS2, and 
while the. gameplay's the same, the music, characters, 
and situations lack a lot of the charm that made those 
first games such a cult phenomenon. 

If you've never played a Parappa game before, the 
sheer oddity of the story and presentation is still a real 
kick. For fans of the series, they'll find most of their 
favorite characters relegated to the background, replaced 
in the spotlight by a new cast of equally bizarre (but not 
quite as interesting) folks for Parappa to rap along with. 

That brings us to the music itself. Paroppo and Um 
Jammer Lammy's tunes were really the keystone of the 
experience. Parappa 2's soundtrack has a couple margin-

n here's the good water racing game on the 
U PS2, and then there's this one. Wave Rally 
takes the same concepts we've seen before in games like 
this and does the unexpected: nothing at all. The game 
doesn't expand upon the genre in any way. The graphics 
are ordinary, the gameplay is predictable, the characters 
are familiar and the whole experience is not much more 
exciting than the PS2 boot-up screen. 

But the real problem with Wave Rally is the sluggish 
control. Whether you driving a jet-ski or a wave runner, 
piloting these things is like trying to type with boxing 
gloves on. You need to make some incredibly wide turns 
to maintain speed, and hairpins require almost a complete 
stop. Some of the weather effects add some nice chop to 
the waves, but the game has neither the speed nor the 
thrill of the real thing. 

Pulling off tricks is just as awkward, but for a different 

ally stand-out tracks, but, for the most part, it doesn't 
come close to the sheer genius of its predecessors. 

Most players will also find the game to be far too easy. 
It can be played through in under a hour. which is a 
letdown considering that Parappa and UmJammer had 
single levels that could take that long to master. There's 
also not a lot of replay value, and the two-player mode 
feels really tacked on compared to UmJammer Lammy's. 

If you loved the first games, Parappo 2's still worth a 
shot If you're a newcomer, I'd suggest buying them first 

· ► Randy Nelson 

~-01 SO-SO ~ It's not a bad game, but there's really not a whole lot to Parappa Z. It's 

FINAL SCORE e~r~mely eas~, plus the c~aracters and music just aren't as good as in the 
ongmal. Definitely rent this one. 

reason. Instead of a full-bodied trick system, Wave Rally 
has a collection of arbitrary button presses. In addition to 
the standard barrel rolls and back flips, there are some 
interesting moves, but nothing to justify buying the game. 

Graphically, there are some nice touches, such as the 
way the water changes to reflect the weather and daylight 
conditions. But the water seemed to ripple and move a 
little too fast, as if it was mercury rather than wate[ The 
characters are nicely detailed, but the animations are 
pretty basic. From the course design to the interface to 
the tricks, everything about Wave Rally is very ordinary. 

► Jim Preston 

--01 ~!-!!Y is nothing new, interesting or compelling about this game. If you 

FINAL SCORE have to_ have a wave runner, get Splashdown; if you've got Splashdown, get 
something else. 
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ega's hoops series lives up to its rep 
wo years ago, NBA2K revitalized the 
stagnant world of videogame basket
ball and since then it hasn't looked 

Now that it's hit PS2, we can look forward to 

ven greater improvement in the future, while 

njoying a finely-tuned sports franchise right now. 
NBA 2K2's greatest strength is its defense. 

Where most basketball games break down into a 
dunk-test after a few minutes of gameplay, this title 

r atures defenders who'll dog you into submission, 
dapt to your offensive strategy and block your path 

to the hoop at every turn. Luckily, there are enough 
dribble moves, post maneuvers, and offensive 
strategies to give skilled players a shot at victory. 

And, lest we forget, the presentation is 

unmatched. The graphics are sharp, animations are 

fluid, onscreen stats are excellent and the commen
tary is superb (though not as ambitious as the com
mentary in NFL 2K2). Also, the game is packed with 
tons of features, modes, and gameplay extras. 

However, all is not perfect with NBA 2K2. At 
times, the graphics bog down and occasionally it 

feels like some players have invisible boxes around 
them, making key penetration very difficult Also, the 

playcalling system could be much more intuitive and 
the plays should be better explained. They're almost 

too difficult to use as it stands. 
Aside from these problems, you'll be hard

pressed to find a better b-ball game than NBA 2K2. 

► Dan Egger 
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DRAIUUI: THE AIICIEIITS' GATES 
ITTI hile most console gamers wouldn't know it, 
IJJ this is the second game to bear the Drakan 
name. The original was released on the PC and received 
a decent amount of praise, as will this PS2 sequel. 

Drakan improves upon many of the problems I had 
with Eidos's Soo/ Reaver 2, but its lack of any really well
designed puzzles makes playing the game a bit more 
repetitive and too combat-based. The large amount of 
fighting wouldn't have been too bad if there were more 
attacks at your disposal. Just providing a large number of 
weapons doesn't improve it that much. Also, the enemy 
lock-on feature seemed a bit unreliable at times. I would 
really have loved more unique challenges and a higher 
level of exploration, like in the Tomb Raider series. 

The variety of missions was very welcome, though, 
and allows the player to decide what side quests they 
want to embark on. Granted, there are set missions you 

~= tl 
GRA#DIAII 
I] elling the tale of a young mercenary named 

Ryudo, Grand1a II takes players on a slow, 
steady narrative ride through a massive world, completely 
different from the original Grandia on PSone. GameArts' 
usual attention to detail, character, and environments 
make Grandia II an involving journey. 

The biggest feather in the game's cap lies in its 
amazing battle system, which carries over most of the 
features from the original. A combat meter that dictates 
the attacking order. as well as commands that allow 
players to counter or cancel enemy moves gives each 
fight a fresh, strategic feel. And this is what makes the 
game so compelling. 

With its crisp character models and lush, colorful 
textures, Grandia II was the perfect showcase for 
Dreamcast when it released last year in the U.S. Now on 

have to complete in order to progress the game's 
storyline, but if you just want to go off and earn some 
extra money, you can. I love that sort of freedom in a 
game. Being able to fly around the world on the back of 
an enormous dragon was somewhat liberating as well . 

Those of you who enjoyed Soul Reaver 2 should 
probably take a look at Drakan, just based on the reason 
that they share several similarities. You won't find as many 
puzzles or cool-looking environments, but there's still a lot 
of fun to be had. I was just hoping to see a bit more inno
vation and originality from a Sony-published title. 

► Stephen Frost 

the PS2, GameArts has managed to retain most of the 
visual touches that made the DC original such a stunner. 
While replacing most of the in-game polygonal cinemas 
with CG, the game has remained mostly intact, with no 
other real additions to gameplay or graphics. 

While those who've played the original on Dreamcast 
won't find anything particularly new in the PS2 port, 
Grandia II still offers a wonderful (if not sometimes overly 
straightforward) journey for those who never wandered 
into DC territory before. 

► Francesca Reyes 

~ ~ - ~ :::::::~ =~:=::...____.:========a f 
X GAlfES SIIOWBOARDIIIG ZOOZ 
!"1] onami Osaka has retooled the sequel's 
W gameplay for a greater fun factor. Conspi

cuous changes are more branching courses saturated 
with increased ramp and rail elements. New "butter 
moves• - land-based spins and wheelies not unlike Tony 
Hawk's ( or Shaun Palmer's Pro Snowboarder's) manuals 
- help beef up your point totals during a time-based 
linking system that acts as a multiplier. Rail slides require 
no balancing, and air time seems a little more floaty, 
enabling you to perform better grabs, a few of which let 
you to unclip from your board. These combine for more 
trick-based gameplay, a shift from the original's realism. 

2002 builds upon the original's quality physics (which 
had a few quirks) and graphics, featuring nicely detailed 
rider animations and a solid replay mode. It capitalizes on 
the X Games and myriad other clothing and gear 
licenses, and again includes more than a dozen licensed 

pro boarders. Also, the Snowboarder Mode provides a 
cool insight into the real culture of the sport However, it 
sports some of the same faults. The learning curve is still 
frustrating, and control of in-air rotation (particularly on 
flips) is sluggish. Landings are inconsistent between being 
too generous and unforgiving, often resulting in unlikely 
crash animations. X Games-style coverage is authentic, 
but commentary is sparse and repetitive. The typically 
dependable camera occasionally obscures your trajectory 
on land or in the air, and the normally smooth framerate 
(in single- and two-player modes) occasionally chugs. 

► Tommy Layton 

--BI !2~~changes provide greater fun factor. but demanding control still 

FINAL SCORE ~aters to the hardcore, in-the-know snowboarding enthusiasts. It comes up 
Just short of a must-buy. 
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GITAllOO lfAII 
ITTI eird doesn't even begin to describe this 
W game's presentation. Even for a quirky 
Japanese game, Gitaroo Man exceeds any boundary of 
sanity, often leaving you scratching your head in 
confusion, and forcing out giggles for its complete 
silliness. Nevertheless, in part, I came to enjoy the game 
for its numerous strange bosses, and Cra-J!/ cut-scenes. 

The gameplay is nothing short of fun, either; resem
bling other games such as Parappa: input the button 
patterns that appear on-screen to generate music from 
your guitar, which procures power for your health and for 
destroying enemies. Overall, the play mechanics are solid 
enough to become addictive. The first time I played, I 
couldn't stop until Thomas pointed out that my fingers 
were bleeding all over the controller! If you encounter this 
problem, your fingers will heal fairly quickly, as Gitaroo 
Man won't last very long; even the Master's Mode adds 

r;, espite its seemingly primitive appearance, Rez 
L!J is perhaps the most stylish-looking game ever 
created. Using only simplistic wire frames filled in with 
trippy psychedelic colors, all of which are set to Techno 
and New Age music, you can equate playing Rez to expe
riencing a harmonious acid trip. 

Rez's gameplay feels similar to the Panzer Dragoon 
shooters for the Saturn: lock onto hordes of enemies with 
your cursor, and shoot them down as quickly as possible. 
The more enemies you lock on to simultaneously, the 
more points you will receive, which actually gives the 
game mechanics a little technique. Also, like PD's dragon, 
your character follows a set linear path, and morphs into 
numerous forms as you gain or lose any power-ups. 

Although the gameplay is quite solid, the regular 
game will take little time to complete (about two hours). 

n his game suffers from two major problems: 
U its gameplay can get tedious, and the story 
progresses very slowly. Since you must constantly return 
to the town to revive any fallen members, level up charac
ters, obtain new objectives, and unlock pieces to the main 
plot, you will constantly have to backtrack between the 
town and the dungeon area. Furthermore, players must 
pay the temple and inn in order to revive and level up a 
character. If you lack the cash, you'll have to sell precious 
items, or return to the dungeon for more fighting. 

As for the story, I think I can safely say that it's one of 
the slowest found in any RPG. If you can manage to deal 
with the pace and tedious elements, you'll find the story 
moderately compelling, and the game mechanics fairly 
enjoyable, if you can stay awake, that is ... 

The combat system offers a variety of attacks, magic, 
and allied combos. The allied combos are, by far, the most 

# OF PlAYERS 

1-i! 

seemingly little replay value, as the enemies are extremely 
difficult, and often down-right unfair 

On a more positive note, the music is good, containing 
various types such as quirky videogame music, jungle, 
rock, and slow romantic acoustics. The character designs 
and environments suit the theme and story well, although 
the graphic quality probably won't astonish. 

While the presentation will likely make or break 
Gitaroo Man, it is still a fun game for a little while, offering 
players cool music, a weird story, and intense gameplay. 
Definitely pick it up, if you're a Parappa tan. 

► Tokoya 

DEVELOPER # DF PlAYERS 

UGA 

Fortunately, UGA added a bit of replay value to extend the 
game's length a little. Beating it multiple times will unlock 
various secrets, such as new modes and levels, different 
color schemes, and a few cheats. Furthermore, despite 
the intense nature of shooters, I found Rez in its graphical 
and musical beauty, to be a very relaxing experience. 

Unfortunately, Rez will probably do poorly on the sale 
charts. So get Rez because it is enjoyable, and to prove to 
the industry that gamers will support a company that tries 
different things, and executes them well. 

► Tokoya 

interesting element In order to learn new allied combos, 
the player must level up, as well as gain the party's trust 
This is done through lines of questioning, your character's 
type, and the character's actions. 

I enjoyed the party building system. Not only can you 
customize your hero in detail, but you can also selectively 
choose other characters to join their party. Once you 
compose a team, the game will reward you if you stick 
with it, as trust can only be gained over time. 

Wizardry can provide a decent experience, but only if 
you don't mind the monotony and slow progression. 

► Tokoya 

--~ ~~! Tale Of The Forsaken Land seems to have little middle ground. 

FINAL SCORE The g~meplay ea~ be fun and re~arding, which is its strength, but the 
game 1s often quite slow and tedious. 
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lfAXPAY#E 
John Woo, eat your heart out 

I] aking an obvious cue from "heroic 
bloodshed" Hong Kong action films, 
nax Payne has players blasting their 

way through a virtually limitless supply of gangsters 
and hired goons with guns in each hand and 
grimaces on their faces. The result is one of the 
most intense and brutal 30 shooters we've ever 
played - and we loved (almost) every second of it 

The addition of the "bullet-time" button, which 
enables players to slow the action to a crawl for a 
few seconds, really adds to the experience. It not 

only looks wicked cool, but it helps you out in the 
nastier firefights, since you can still target enemies 
relatively quickly while you're diving through their 
oncoming hail of bullets. 

Unfortunately, for all it does right, Hax Payne is 
far from flawless. The jumping and navigation 
puzzles, for example, are more frustrating than fun, 
thanks to the general quirkiness of the dual stick 
control scheme. Also, while the graphics are 
generally very well done, the framerate gets sketchy 
when there's a lot going on. 

The best thing about Mox Payne, though, is that 
it doesn't pull any punches - in the first level, you 
discover the remains of Max's brutally murdered 
family. By the time the last act rolls around, you'll 
not only be hooked, but you'll be cheering for the 
dark anti-hero you've helped to create. And how 
many games can boast that? 

► Blake Fischer 
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SCOREBOARD 
Don't buy a ga~e until you check here first! 

Ca om 

Inter lay 

Definitely much better than the Bond games on PSone, the true star of Agent 
Under Rre would have to be its multlplayer mode. 

t 'V ·1 

Ill u . ( S2) 
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VIEW BACKLOG 
Game name Score Genre Publisher lss. Month Game name Score Genre Publisher 

lkll 01 Baldlx's Gate: Dark Alliance 8 Actioo'RPG Interplay 48 Aug--01 Twisted Metal Black 9 car Combat Sony 
lkll 01 D@8on warrior VII 8 RPG Enx 47 July 01 Cool Boarders 6 SnoNboan:I SonyCEA 
Hll 01 Dynasty Warriors 3 7 Action Koei 47 July 01 Craz¥Taxi 6 Driving Acclaim 
Ito~ 01 Giants: Citizen Kabuto 7 Action Interplay 47 July 01 Dark Cloud 6 Action'RPG Sony CEA 
lloHll Grand Theft Auto 3 9 Action Rockstar 47 July 01 Gauntlet Dark Legacy 8 Action Midway 

lllil 01 NASCARL.lve2002 7 Racing EA Sports 47 JulyOl Gran Turismo 3 10 Racing Sony CEA 
lkil 01 NBA Live 2002 7 Sports EA sports 47 July 01 Heroes Of Might And Magic 7 Strategy 3DO 
lkll 01 NHLHitz20-02 8 Sports Midway 47 July 01 Klonoa 2: Lunatea's Veil 8 Platform Namco 
tkll-01 Project Eden 8 Action Eidos 47 July01 MLB 2002 3 Baseball 989 Studios 
lkll-01 Shaun Palmer's Pro SrictMloarder 7 Sports Activisb1 47 JulyOl MTV Music Generator 2 8 Music Codemasters 
lkil 01 Smuggler's Run 2 8 Action Rockstar 47 July 01 Red Faction 8 FPS THQ 
II.JI 01 Soul Reaver 2 8 M.entLre Eidos 47 July 01 Star Wars: Bombaci Racing 4 Kart Racing Lucas l.mg. 

ltol-01 SplashdOMl 8 Racing lnfogrames 47 JulyOl The Simpsons Wrestling 2 Wrestling Activision 
llol-01 SSX Trieky 9 Raci1g EA Sports 47 JulyOl TokyO Xtreme Racer 0 7 Racing Crave 
ltol-01 Thunderstrike: Operation Phoerix 8 Sim Eidos 46 June-01 Aladdin In Nasira's Revenge (PS) 6 Platform Sony CEA 
ltol-01 Varrpie Night 7 ShootEr Namco 46 June-01 All Star Baseball 2002 (PS2) 3 Baseball Acclaim 
Hol-01 WWF Smackc:k:M'n! 3 8 Wrestling THQ 46 June-01 Army Men: Green Rogue (PS2) 4 Action 3DO 
[)(,c-01 Ace Combat 4: Shattered Skies 9 AKCombat Namco 46 June-01 Army Men: Sarge's Heroes 2 (PS2) 4 Action 3DO 

, Dec-01 Batman: Vengeance 6 Action UbiSoft 46 June-01 Army Men 2: Air Attack (PS2) 6 Action 3DO 
Dec-01 Capcom Vs. SNK 2 6 F~ (apcorn 46 June-01 ESPN MLS Ext@time (PS2) 4 Soccer Konami 
Oec-01 Crash Bandicoot Wrath Of Cortex 6 Platform Universal 46 June-01 ESPN National Hockey Night (PS2) 4 Hockey Konami 
Oec-01 Guity GearX 8 Fighting SarrmJ 46 June-01 ESPN NBA 2night (PS2) 6 Basketball Konami 
Dec-01 Half-Life 9 FPS Sierra 46 June-01 High Heat Baseball 2002 (PS2) 8 Baseball 3DO 
Dec-01 Har.est Moon: Salle The Homeland 8 RPG'Sim Vld:or 46 June-01 Mat Hoffman's Pro BMX (PS) 7 Sports Activision 
Oec-01 Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons Of Liberty 10 Action Konami 46 June-01 Quake Ill Revolution (PS2) 8 FPS EA 

Dec-01 NHL2002 9 Sports EA Sports 46 June-01 Rainoo,v Six: Rogue Spear (PS) 6 Action Red Storm 
Dec-01 Okage: The ShaooN King 6 RPG '!ll:-t;CEA 46 June-01 Rumble Racing (PS2) 7 Racing EA Games 
Dec-01 Supercar Street Challenge 6 Raci1g Activisb1 46 June-01 Time Crisis: Project Titan (PS) 7 Lightgun Namco 
Dec-01 Torry Hawk'S Pro Skater 3 (PS) 6 Sports Activision 46 June-01 Triple Play Baseball (PS2) 7 Baseball EA SportS 
Dec-01 Torry HaY.1<'s Pro Skater 3 (PS2) 10 Sports Activisb1 45 May-01 4X4 Evolution (PS2) 5 Racing G.O.D. 
Nc'-1-01 De<.iil Mayvy 10 Action capcorn 45 May-01 Army Men: Final Front (PS) 3 Action 3DO 
Nol--01 Extrerre-G 3 5 ~ Acclaim 45 May-01 Dance Dance Revolution (PS) 8 Dance Konami 
Nc'-1-01 lco 7 Adventure SonyCEA 45 May-01 F 1 Racing Championship (PS2) 6 Racing Ubi Soft 
Nc'-1-01 Kesset12 8 Strategy Koo 45 May-01 High Heat MLB 2002 (PS) 7 Baseball 3DO 
NcN-01 Kinetica 8 Racing SonyCEA 45 May-01 Metal Slug X (PS) 7 Shooter Agetec 
No.t--01 Monsrer Rancher 3 7 Srnulation Tearo 45 May-01 NBA Hoopz (P52) 4 Basketball Midway 
NcN-01 Portal Runner 5 Platform 3DO 45 May-01 NBA Shootout 2001 (PS2) 5 Basketball Sony CEA 
Nc,.,-01 Silent Hit 2 7 Horror Konami 45 May-01 Point Blank 3 (PS) 7 Light gun Namco 
Nc,.,-01 Syphon Filter 3 8 Action Sony 45 May-01 Strikers 194 5 (PS) 6 Shooter Agetec 
NcN-01 Spider-Man 2: Enter Electro 6 Action Activism 45 May-01 Tiger Woods PGA Tour 2001 (PS2) 7 Golf EA 
Nc,.,-01 Syphon Filter 3 8 Action Sony 45 May-01 Triple Play Baseball (PS) 7 Baseball EA Sports 
Nc,.,-01 sr,,, l-u7ter 8 Action Midway 45 May-01 Unison (PS2) 7 Dancing Tecmo 

Nc,.,-01 X-Men: Mutant Academ/ 2 4 Fighting Activision 45 May-01 Vanishing Point (PS) 7 Racing Acclaim 
Oct-01 c.astlevalla Chronicles 7 Action Konami 45 May-01 Warriors Of Might & Magic (PS2) 2 Action 3DO 
Oct-01 Extermination 8 Action SonyCEA 44 Apr-01 Bowling (PS) 6 Sports Al Games 
Oct-01 Madden NFL 2002 (PS2) 10 Sports EASports 44 Apr-01 Darkstone (PS) 8 RPG Take 2 
Oct-01 Madden NFL 2002 9 Sports EA Sports 44 Apr-01 Fear Effect 2: Retro Helix (PS) 8 Adventure Eidos 
Oct-01 NFL GcmeDay 2002 6 Sports 989 Sports 44 Apr-01 NBA Hoopz (PS) 4 Sports Midway 
Oct-01 One Piece Mansion 5 Puzzle (apcom 44 Apr-01 Oni (PS2) 5 Action RockStar 
Oct-01 Rune: V"€ Warlord 6 Action Rockstar 44 Apr-01 PUZ21e Star Sweep (PS) 8 Puzzle Al Games 
Oct-01 Silent Scope 2 6 Shooter Konami 44 Apr-01 Racing (PS) 2 Racing Agetec 
Oct-01 Tales Of Destirty 2 8 RPG Namco 44 Apr-01 Ring Of Red (PS2) 8 Strategy Konami 
Oct-01 lime Crisis II 8 Light Gun Namco 44 Apr-01 Shadow Of Destiny (PS2) 8 Adventure Konami 
Sep--01 Armored C«e 2: Another Age. 7 Action Age.tee 44 Apr-01 Starfighter Sanve,n (PS) 4 Shooter Al Games 
Sep--01 City Crisis 6 Action Take 2 44 Apr-01 Star Wars: Starfighter (PS2) 8 Action LucasArts 
Sep--01 EA Sports Rug!,/ 7 Sports EA Sports 44 Apr-01 Winbaclc Covert Operations (PS2) 7 Action Koei 
Sep-01 Gallop Racer Simulation Team 43 Mar-01 Adv. of Cookie & Cream (PS) 7 Action Agetec 
Sep--01 Gundam: Jolrneo/ To.Jabuo 4 Action Bandai 43 Mar-01 Aqua Aqua (PS2) 7 Puzzle 3DO 
Sep--01 Le Mans 24 Hours 7 Racing lnfogrames 43 Mar-01 ATV Offroad Fury (PS) 8 Racing Sony CEA 

Sep-01 Nascar Heat 2002 7 Racill! lnfogrames 43 Mar-01 The Bouncer (PS2) 4 Fighting Square EA 
Sep-01 NBA Street 9 Sports EA 43 Mar-01 Donald Duck: Quackers (PS) 6 Platform UbiSoft 
Sep--01 NCAA Football 2002 9 Sports EA Sports 43 Mar-01 F1 2000(PS) 7 Racing EA Sports 

Sep-01 Resident Evil Code: Veronica X 9 Horror capcom 43 Mar-01 Kengo: Master of Bushido (PS) 8 Fighting Crave 
Sep-01 Saiyuki: Journey West 8 RPG Koo. 43 Mar-01 Knocl<out Kings 2001 (PS2) 7 Boxing EA 
Sep-01 Stretch Panic 5 Action Conspracy 43 Mar-01 NBA Live 2001 (PS) 7 Sports EA Sports 
Sep--01 Test Drive Off-R:Jad - W'lde Open 7 Racing lnfogrames 43 Mar-01 NCAA Final Four 2001 5 Sports Sony CEA 

Aug--01 Alone In the Dark 8 Horror lnfogrames 43 Mar-01 Theme Park Coaster {PS2l 8 Sim EA 
Aug-01 Bloody Roar 3 7 Fighq Activisb1 43 Mar-01 WDL(P52) 4 Action 3DO 
Aug--01 CART Fury 7 Racing Midway 43 Mar-01 Onimusha: Warlords (PS2) 8 Action Capcom 
Aug-01 DiM! Mr@: Maximun Renix 5 Sports Acclaim 42 Feb-01 Acclaim Sports' HBO Boxing (PS) 5 Boxing Acclaim 
Aug--01 Escape From Monkey Island 7 Adventure Lucas Arts 42 Feb-01 Blade (PS) 4 Action Activision 
Aug-01 Final Fantasy Chrmcles 7 RPG ~EA 42 Feb-01 Championship Surfer (PS) 8 Surfing Mattel 
Aug--01 Fur Fighters 6 Adventure Acclaim 42 Feb-01 Driving Emotion Type-5 (PS2) 4 Racing Square EA 
Aug-01 Motor Mayhem 8 car Combat lnfoSrames 42 Feb-01 Ducati World (PS) 5 Racing Acclaim 
Aug-01 MX 2002 7 Racing THQ 42 Feb-01 King of Fighters '99 (PS) 8 Fighting Agetec 
Aug-01 Scariest Police Chases 6 Action Activision 42 Feb-01 Lunar 2: Eternal Blue (PS) 8 RPG Working 
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OB's and RB's, start stocking up on those Campbell's• Chunky soups. And while you're at it, throw in some hearty tomato soup, 
too. Because with our new smothering defense, you're going to need some serious help. For the first time ever in a game, we"ve 
got two and even three man tackles. So you'll see l>acks wrapped up in ferocious gang tackles, defensive tackles breaking through 
the line and passes broken up by tenacious double coverage. You know what? Better get some chowder and minestrone, too. 

t, 2001 JFLP Tear> names ar{! logos are trademarks of the teams rd1cc eel. All other (NFL•re!ated n'arKs) are Ira 
registered trademark of the NFL players. ,Vffl., !!players.corn e 2001 PLAYERS INC 989 Spoils and the 98$ Sl)OflS 

ootball League. OftiCJally licensed producl ol PLAYERS INC Tne PLAYERS INC logo ;s a 
Computer Entertairnnent Amenca Inc.~ 2001 Sony Computer Entertainment Amsnca Inc ■ PLAYERS :; www.989sports.com 
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Soundtrack provided by 
James Ruskin, 430 West Records and Kevin Saunderson 

' PlayStation' and the 'PS' Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony 

Computer Entertainment Inc. The ratings icon is a trademark of the 

Interactive Digital Software Association. Angel Studios and the Angel Studios 
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TEKKE 
D f you've been following 

PSl1 over the last half

year, then you've obvious

ly seen our coverage on the arcade 

version of Tekken 4. We even did a 

head-to-head comparison between it 

and the highly anticipated Virtua 

Fighter 4 to see which was the better 

fighter. VF4 came out a bit ahead, but 

that still doesn't change the fact that 

this latest Tekken sequel is looking so 

sweet Just looking at these screen

shots, taken from the PlayStation 2 

version of the game, practically makes 

us salivate. 
As most of you may already know, 

Tekken 4 is the first title in the series 

to feature fully 3D gameplay. The 

infinite plane of the past games has 

been completely removed in favor of 

large, enclosed environments that can 

be fully interacted with. Move in one 

direction for too long and you'll even

tually run into some sort of barrier, 

whether it be a wall, fence or some 

4 FirstPSZ 
screenshots of the 
arcade 'fighter! 

other type of obstacle. This greatly 

adds to the game's overall strategy, 

because characters will take extra 

damage if they're hit up against 

these barriers. 

FIGHTING VARIETY 

As with all of its arcade ports, Namco 

will be including several extra features 

and options in the home version of 

Tekken 4. The obvious modes, such as 

Versus, Practice, Survival and Team 

t1ore so than in the past games, Tekken 4's characters really play 

differently. Their fighting styles are not very distinct. 
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Battle, will make their appearances, 

but players can also expect some 

additional surprises along the lines of 

Tekken Force or Tekken Ball. Also, 

following with tradition, ending movies 

will be included for all of the charac

ters. Let's just hope they make more 

sense than they did in the past games. 

Unfortunately, a solid release date 

hasn't been nailed down by the 

higher-ups at Namco yet, as they're 

debating if Tekken 4 should go up 

against VF4 or not If it were up to us, 

we'd hold back the game's release, 

add a few more characters or modes 

and then release it around summer 

time. That way, it can get the time in 

the spotlight that it so obviously 

deserves. Why have it go up against 

another AAA title? Regardless, this is 

going to be a great year to be a 

fighting game fan, especially when you 

also consider that sequels to both 

Mortal Kombat and Soul Cafibur are 

just around the corner. 

► Stephen Frost 

~ 
Namco has always done amazing home 
conversions of its arcade hits. Tekken 4 will 
definitely follow that tradition. 
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PREVIEWS 00
~

0 067 
0 o~ SELECT 

WITH YOUR BACK 
TO THE WALL .. 
Now that all of the backgrounds 
are enclosed in some way or 
another, you really have to 
watch out to make sure that 
your character doesn't get 
backed up against a wall. 
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eveloped by the crew at 
UK-based Criterion Studios 
(who brought us the super- AIRBLADE cool racer Burnout), AirB/ade marks a 

bit of a departure for predominantly 

fighter, racer, and shooter publisher 

Namco. It combines the key ingredi

ents of Tony Hawk's Pro Skater with 

dashes of Sega's Jet Grind Radio and 

the hoverboard sequence from Back 

to the Future II to create a unique take 

on the skating genre that's showing a 

lot of early promise. 

Believe it or not, Namco's skating on air 
Instead of skateboards, players 

control a prototype hoverboard that's 

capable of outlandish, physics-defying 

tricks and even long-range "hover 

jumpsn once the boost meter is full 

from performing stunts. It's also 

possible to swing from poles to reach 

new areas. Beyond that, AirB/ade 

looks to be heavily cinematic - it's 

packed with cutscenes and story 

elements to compliment its diverse 

level objectives. There are even some 

action game-like moments, courtesy 

of billy-club wielding corporate goons 

out to snatch your board. 

In addition to the single-player 

levels, Namco is promising a variety of 

skill contests and a full assortment of 

two-player games. The game is 

already quite responsive at 60fps, 

with huge traffic-filled urban levels 

and some cool high-res textures to 

boot How will it compare to THPS3? 

Expect the review next issue! 
► Randy Nelson 

~ 
A couple of cool new play mechanics and 
a high-tech look should help set this game 
apart from Tony Hawk and its imitators. 
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GET AGRIP! 
One of the things that sets 
AirBlade apart from other 
skating titles is the ability to 
grab onto poles and use them 
to execute elaborate moves. 
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UFC: THROWDOWN 
PS2 gets the 11ultimate" fighting game 

hile the original 
PlayStation was also 

graced by a UFC title, we 
wouldn't necessarily say that the 

game was of the highest quality. The 

fighting system definitely had its 

problems and ended up providing 
way more frustration than fun. 

Fortunately, that seems to have been 

remedied in the PS2 sequel. 

UFC: Throwdown will feature over 

25 of the top UFC fighters and a host 

of gameplay modes. Along with the 

expected Arcade and Tournament 

modes, players will also be able to 

create their own customized charac

ters and train them through a variety 

the BUZZ 
The improved fighting system and the 
incredibly detailed characters should help 

us forget about the first UFC title. 

of mini-games. In this respect, the 

game reminds us of the Ready 2 

Rumble series. 
By far the greatest improvement 

to Throwdown, however, is the more 

evenly balanced fighting system. 

Fights actually last longer than 5 
seconds now and the CPU isn't as 

perfect as before. Also, the detail in 

the character models really adds a 

greater sense of realism to the game. 

► Stephen Frost 

STATE OF EtlERGENCY 
There's a riot headed for the PS2 

enerally, you don't really 

start to see truly unique 
games appear until a few 

years into a console's life. However, 

with the PS2, that doesn't seem to 

be the case. With games like 

Frequency and Fantavision already 

available, the road to innovation has 

already been paved. Following that 

road is Rockstar and its rather 

peculiar mission-based action title, 

State of Emergency. 

By far the most impressive aspect 

of SoE, and its major selling point, is 

the fact that there are always several 

hundred pedestrians on-screen at a 

time. Having seen the latest version 

of the game, we were blown away by 

how many characters were running 
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around. It really felt like you were in 

the middle of this enormous crowd 

that was rioting out of control. And 

it's not a mindless crowd, either. Start 

shooting or hitting people and they'll 

react accordingly and freak out Just 

be ready, because the rioting begins 

in a few short weeks. 
► Stephen Frost 

!!1e BUZZ _L __ _ 
If the gameplay can keep up with the 
frantic actions of the rioting crowd, then 
this game is gonna be some maJor fun. 

Violence 
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BLOODRAYNE 
Greater than the sum of its parts? 

□ loodRayne reflects careful 
study of what makes 
other games successful. It 

stars a sexy, scantily-clad heroine in 
third-person (Tomb Raider, Drakan). 

Agent BloodRayne is tasked with 

single-handedly foiling the despicable 

Nazis (Return to Cast I e Wolf en stein, 

Medal of Honor). Part-vampire, she 
must slay hordes of other supernatu
ral enemies (Buffy, Blade, Soul Reaver, 

Devil May Cry). And the game allows 

Matrix-style slow-motion during key 

moments (Max Payne, Dead to Rights, 

Jedi Star(ighter). Set during the 
1930s, in a story like an lndianaJones 

movie, a group of occult-obsessed 

~ 
BloodRayne seems to pick and choose 
from the best elements of other great 
action/adventure games. 

German war criminals flee to South 

America after WWI and happen upon 

an ancient temple encasing horrific 
powers, which they can unleash by 

combining three artifacts. BloodRayne 

must defeat the Nazis, and the 
inhuman abominations spawned by 

their research, to keep them from 
resurrecting ancient evil. 

► Tommy Layton 
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JEDI STARFIGHTER 
Thankful/~ it isn't 1,ar-Jar Star(ighter" 

~ 
hat would this summer's 
release of Stars Wars: 
Attack of the Clones be 

without a videogame tie-in? Not to 

disappoint, LucasArts already has one 

on the burner - and it's thankfully a 

sequel to one of its best Star Wars 

titles of recent years. Jedi Star(ighter, 

as it's to be called, is a direct descen

dent of the excellent Star Wars: 

Star(ighter, promising the same sort 

of intense space combat with a few 

noteworthy additions. 
Chief among these, of course, is 

the inclusion of several ships from 

Attack of the Clones, including the 

dart-like Jedi Starfighter itself. 

Capitalizing on the whole "Jedi" 
theme, the game will also feature 

Force powers - such as energy drain 

and the ability to slow time. 15 
missions are planned in all, as is a 

two-player cooperative mode. There 
are vague promises of significant 
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technical improvements at this point, 

so we'll keep our fingers crossed that 

constant 60fps action is among them. 
► Stephen Frost 

~ 
With cooler starfighters and a hopefully 
better movie to draw on, this is one 
sequel that could eclipse the original. 
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FINAL FANTASY XI 
The latest screenshots of Square's epic online RPG 

s we near the Japanese 
release of the eagerly 
anticipated Final Fantasy 

XI, new details and screenshots have 
leaked out, allowing us to piece 

together a better picture of what the 

overall online experience will be like. 

Similar to the persistent world 

RPGs on the PC, FFXI will allow you to 

select your character from several 

races. At this time, however, the only 

ones that have been revealed are the 

Humans, Elves and Tarutarus (small 

dwarfish creatures with great magical 
abilities). Each of these races inhabits 

a unique part of the world and all 

specialize in different abilities, such as 
spell-casting, and fighting styles. We 

wonder, though, how much actual 
creative freedom you'll have in cus

tomizing the look of your character: 

Despite that the past FF games 

have all been single-player adven

tures, FFXI will definitely cater more 

towards the multiplayer experience. 

Players will be able to join up and 

form parties consisting of up to six 

people. And each party will have a 

IT'SA REAL 
WORLD .•. 
Just like Earth, the world of 
FFXI is vast and varied. You'll 
see forests, deserts and 
anything else you can think of. 

designated leader that directs the 

actions and progression of the other 

party members. In cases when you're 
up against extremely powerful 
opponents and six characters aren't 
enough, you'll be able to form 

alliances with other parties, effectively 

raising your party size to 18. 
With the beta-testing already 

going on in Japan, the release of FFXI 

should be soon. Baring any problems, 
players can expect the game to hit 

sometime by the end of the year: 

► Stephen Frost 

PREVIEWS 0 ~~~,!!~ 
90% 

theBU~ 
This is the first time in history when you'll 
get to play a FF adventure online with 
your friends. Does it get any better? 
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SPID • • THEl1OVIE 
Spidey's swinging into town in just a few more months 

s the debut of the motion 
picture draws near, so 
does the release of 

Activision's latest title featuring the 

friendly neighborhood webslinger. 

Spider-Han: The Movie will hit store 

shelves this May, but it won't corn-

pletely follow the events established in 

the film. The developers at Treyarch 

have taken some creative freedoms in 

order to make the game less pre

dictable and more fun. Not only will 

you be going up against the Green 

Goblin, but you'll also fight other 

infamous villains. 
One of the most important things 

the developers wanted to get right in 

Spider-Han: The Movie was the camera 

system. Those of you who played the 

two PSone titles can attest to the fact 

that the camera could be quite prob-
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lematic at times. That shouldn't be the 

case in this sequel because the 

camera is far more intelligent and will 

do a better job at following the player, 

even when they're swinging through 

buildings or enclosed areas. 

Along with this improved camera 

system, you can also expect far more 

spectacular battles on the PS2. One 

of the great fights we witnessed in this 

latest build was an aerial battle 

between Spidey and the original 

Vulture. Obviously inspired by scenes 

from the upcoming movie, the fight 

had our arachnid way up high, 

hanging on to his weblines for dear 

life. Needless to say, it was a tough 

fight We just can't wait to see what 

else the game has to offer: May just 

can't come soon enough. 
► Stephen Frost 

the Bl!_Zl~~-~- _ 
Spider-Man titles have always been very 
enjoyable, with great casts of characters. 
This sequel should continue that. 



If the FF games aren't your 
thing, don't worry - Kingdom 
Hearts will be a very hands-on 
RPG. Sora will have all sorts of 
platform game-style moves to 
get around the game's world. 

IONGDOn H 
Square and Disney's team-up title eyes the action RPG crown 

ith a few exceptions, 
Disney games have never 
been taken too seriously 

by hardcore gamers. Square is hoping 

to change all that with Kingdom 

Hearts, a game that fuses role-playing 

with trademark Disney charm. 

While the three main characters -

Sora, Riku, and Kairi - are original 

~uare creations (but will become 

official Disney characters in Japan), 

most of the game will take place 

within worlds based on Disney's most 

popular films. Starting off in a new 

venue called Destiny Islands, the 

adventure will span settings from 

Tarzan, Aladdin, and The Little 
Mermaid. What's better: the lead 

characters of these films will battle 
alongside players within their particu-

the BUZZ : 
-- ------~--.L ----- -

It's not your usual RPG, and after so many 
by-the-books titles on PS2, that could be 
a very good thing. 

lar world, and the bosses will be the 

film's villains, as well as new bad guys 

called "The Heartless". 
Classic characters, including Goofy 

and Donald Duck, will also aid Sora 

and his friends. There will even be 

appearances by Square heroes, such 

as Tidus and Wakka from FFX. 

Moving around the game's worlds 

will involve lots of climbing, jumping, 

and other platform game elements, 

while fighting will play out in real time 

with light RPG trimmings. 
Kingdom Hearts is already looking 

like a Disney film come to life. It'll hit 

these shores this fall, so expect more 

details as they emerge. 
► Randy Nelson 
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Winter X Games Snowboarding 2002 keeps you riding with over 20 multi-level courses 

filled with pipes, jibs, and insane terrain. You selea from I 3 real pro-riders and compete 

against the best Create your own rider with a specinc appearance, physical attributes and 

quipment Then take your skills to locations around the world for filming, heli-boarding and 

Winter X Games competitions in your own professional pursuit 



two heroes · 
. one ho·-"""'·--

-1 .idus is a star Bnt~:ball ph:t"y"er. 

'Y.una is the dau_ghter of a summoner. 

~1erything they know lles on. the brink ai destruction. 

No one who joins them wi 11 ever be the same. 

Play5tation~2 
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lfAXllfO: 
GHOSTS TO GLOR 
Secrets And Boss Tips 

II] ere are some strategies for the bosses, as well as all of 
the secrets for the first area of the game. Now get out 
there and scare some ghosts! 

TREASURE CHESTS 
AND SECRETS 
Keep in mind that in order to get 100% for each 

level, you must destroy every enemy and collect 
every single coin, as well as find all of the chests. 

So, if you get 96% on a level, and are certain 
you've gotten every chest, you probably missed a 

coin or enemy. 

LEVEL f GRAVE DAIIGER 

OEASaECIIESn 
1. Right at the beginning, turn left Just to the left 

of the tree, jump around. A chest will appear: 
2. Right before you get to the first gate, and right 

after the check point, there is a large tree. Jump 

in front of it to get a diamond. 
3. Before the first pillar shooting out purple skulls, 

and right after the last lava gap, there is a tree 

on the left On its right side, you'll find a chest 

4. Before the first pillar; and just after you jump 

the lava gap, there is a tree to the left To the 

left of the tree is a hidden chest 
5. Just after the last pillar shooting purple skulls, 

and in front and to the left of the next stone 

fence without a gate, jump. 
6. Right after the scene where the bridge breaks, 

and in the gray field full of skeleton hands, go to 

SECRE1S 
1. To the left of the first platform you 

jump to in the beginning, there is a 
small tree with a pouch of gold 
behind it 

2. Right after the first gap with lava, and 
just past where the ghost appears, 
there is a ramp leading above the gate 

containing items. You'll notice that 
there's an odd looking wall. Smash it 
Then downward slash the coffin. 

3. Just after #1, and next to path that 
contains three chests, one of which is 
a trap, there is a conspicuous tree atop 

. a hill. Jump on the tomb 
stones in front of it, and jump up to get there. 

Jump in front of the tree to get a treasure. 
4. Right after #2, you'll encounter another gap 

of lava. Jump down and to the right to discover 

a hidden path. 

LEVEL 2 THE TOlfB TOWER (HUB) 

TREASURES 
1. Right in the beginning, just in front of the tree, jump around to reveal a chest 

2. After you cross the bridge after the Dead Heat pillar, there is a tree on the right Jump around behind it 

to reveal a chest 

SECRffl 
1. Just after the Dead Heat stone, and to the right, is a path going up. There you will find a switch that 

unlocks a gate towards the beginning of the level. 
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LEVEL J I DEAD HEAT LEVEL 4 COFFI# CAIIYO# 

TIWUIE CHESTS TREASURE CHESTS 

1. Go through the gate that is behind the starting point of this level. Make a right, and 1. The first tree you 
encounter will be on 
the left Jump 
around it to reveal 

jump around the left side of this tree to reveal treasure. 

2. On the platform straight ahead from the Structure with a bell on top, there is a treasure. 

3. To the right of the tree just before the first checkpoint, there is a hidden chest 

4. The first pillar shooting skulls that you encounter has a chest to the right of it a chest 

5. Just after you enter the gate after the lava section, check the first structure - the one 

with its back to you. Jump around to reveal a chest 
2. Behind the tree 

after the first check 
point, and just 
before the pillars 

6. After you enter the second set of gates after the mausoleums, there is a small 

tree to the left In the back of it is a chest Be sure to check behind all doors for 

100% completion. shooting purple skulls, jump around to get a treasure chest 

SEClffl 

3. After the second checkpoint, there will be a tree. Jump behind it 

to reveal a chest 

1. At the beginning, tum around and destroy the Frankenstein window. Jump through 

for treasure. 

4. At the end, past the last gated part, there's a tree on the right 

Jump to the right of it to reveal a chest 

2. After the checkpoint on 
the first large platform, 
you'll find a structure. Bust 
the Frankenstein window 
for treasure. 

3. Check the coffins by doing 
your diving attack to find 
hidden items. 

4. There are some enemies 
behind the structure con
taining the pillar that lets 
you leave the level. Kill 
them for completion. 

TIWUIE 

5. On the platform right before you jump to the pillar that ends 

the level, there is a chest When you jump to this platform, a 

coffin with a skeleton will appear: As soon as you kill it, jump 

around the spot where the skeleton appeared, and a chest 

will rise. 

SECRnS 
1. Just before you enter the narrow path blocked by a pillar 

shooting purple skulls, look to the left of the entrance. Jump on 

that platform, and then jump across to the next You'll find a 

chest on the top. 
2. In the small structure on the right, there is a pane glass window 

with a Frankenstein creature on it Bust it and go through it to 

find a chest 

BAD TO THE BO#E 

1. The first tree that you encounter will be on the right before the lava pit To the right 

of it, you'll find a chest 
2. Behind the first check point there is a tombstone. Behind the tombstone is a 

hidden chest 
3. To the left of the bridge in the last part, and behind the thing that says "Mystery 

Coins~ there is a hidden chest 
4. Jump around behind the waterfall in the last area to reveal another chest 

5. Just in front of the wizard who turns you into a baby, and to the left of the 

closest tree, there is another hidden chest 

SEClffl 
1. At the top, there is a coffin you must bust through to get through the level. However, 

to the left is a fence, behind which there is an extra-life heart To get to this platform, 

you must double jump around the ledge to the far left Go around the fence and 

safely land on the platform on the other side. 

2. In the last part, just before the bridge with a bird sitting next to it, tum left There is 

a strange boulder on the stone wall. Smash it to reveal a secret passage. 
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lfETALGEA 
SOLIDZ 
Dog Tags And Other Secrets 

TANKER 

Very Easy 

000 
001-003 
004 
005 
006 
007-009 
010, 011 
012-014 
015-019 

Navigational Deck, Wing 
Aft Deck 
Navigational Deck, Wing 
Deck-A, Crew's Quarters 
Deck-8, Crew's Quarters 
Deck-A, Crew's lounge 
Deck-D, Crew's Quarters 
Deck2, Port 
Engine Room 

000 
001-003 
004 
005 
006 
007-009 
010, 011 
012-01.4 
015-020 

Normal 

000 
001-003 
004 
005 
006 
007, 008 
009-011 
012-014 
015-017 
018-024 

Hard 

000 
001-003 
004 
005 
006 
007, 008 
009-011 
012-015 
016-018 
019-025 

Extreme 

000 
001-003 
004 
005 
006 

Navigational Deck, Wing 
Aft Deck 
Navigational Deck, Wing 
Deck-A, Crew's Quarters 
Deck-8, Crew's Quarters 
Deck-A, Crew's Lounge 
Deck-D, Crew's Quarters 
Deck2, Port 
Engine Room 

Navigational Deck, Wing 
Aft Deck 
Navigational Deck, Wing 
Oeck-C, Crew's Quarters 
Deck"-A, Crew's Quarters 
Deck-8, Crew's Quarters 
Deck-A, Crew's Lounge 
Deck-D, Crew's Quarters 
Deck2, Port 
Engine Room 

Navigational Deck, Wing 
Aft Deck 
Navigational Deck, Wing 
Deck-C, Crew's Quarters 
Deck-A, Crew's Quarters 
Deck-8, Crew's Quarters 
Deck-A, Crew's lounge 
Deck-D, Crew's Quarters 
Deck2, Port 
Engine Room 

Navigational Deck, Wing 
Aft Deck 
Navigational Deck, Wing 
Deck-C, Crew's Quarters 
Deck-A, Crew's Quarters 

007, 008 
009-011 
012-015 
016-018 
019-025 

Deck-B, Crew's Quarters 
Deck-A, Crew's lounge 
Deck-D, Crew's Quarters 
Deck2, Port 
Engine Room 

BIG SHELL FACILITY 

Very Easy 

000 
001, 002 
003 
004,005 
006,007 
008,009 
010 
011,012 
013, 014 
015,016 
on; 01s 
019, 020 
021, 022 
023,024 
025 
026-028 
029-031 
032-035 
036 
037, 038 

Arsenal Gear - Ascending Colon 
Strut A Deep Sea Dock 
Strut A Roof 
Strut A Pump Room 
AB Connecting Bridge 
Strut B Transformer Room 
BC Connecting Bridge 
Strut C Dining Hall 
CD Connecting Bridge 
Strut D Sediment Pool 
DE Connecting Bridge 
Strut E Parcel Room 
Strut E Heliport 
Strut F Warehouse 
FA Connecting Bridge 
Shell 1 Core, 1 F 
Shell 1 Core, 81 
Shell 1 Core, 82 Computer Room 
KL Connecting Bridge 
Strut L Sewage Treatment Facility 
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039-041 
042 

000 
001, 002 
003 
004,005 
006, 007 
008,009 
010 
011,012 
013, 014 
015-017 
018, 019 
020, 021 
022,023 
024-026 
027 
028-030 
031-033 
034-037 
038 
039,040 
041-043 
044 

Normal 

Shell 2 Core, 1 F Air Purification Room 
Strut E Heliport 

Arsenal Gear - Ascending Colon 
Strut A Deep Sea Dock 
Strut A Roof 
Strut A Pump Room 
AB Connecting Bridge 
Strut 8 Transformer Room 
BC Connecting Bridge 
Strut C Dining Hall 
CD Connecting Bridge 
Strut D Sediment Pool 
DE Connecting Bridge 
Strut E Parcel Room 
Strut E Heliport 
Strut F Warehouse 
FA Connecting Bridge 
Shell 1 Core, 1 F 
Shell 1 Core, 81 
Shell 1 Core, 82 Computer Room 
KL Connecting Bridge 
Strut L Sewage Treatment Facility 
Shell 2 Core, 1 F Air Purification Room 
Strut E Heliport 

000 Arsenal Gear - Ascending Colon 
001 Strut A Roof 
002, 003 Strut A Pump Room 
004, 005 AB Connecting Bridge 

BANDANA 
Equipping this item will give you infinite ammo. Beat 
the game and collect about 30 Dog Tags to access 
this item. This is only available in the Tanker. 

STEALTH 
Obviously equipping this item will make you 
invisible to everyone. If you collect 60 or more Tags 

006,007 
008 
009, 010 
011,012 
013-015 
016, 017 
018-020 
021-023 
024-026 
027 
028-031 
032-034 
035-038 
039 
040, 041 
042-047 
048 

Hard 

000 
001 
002,003 
004,005 
006, 007 
008 
009, 010 
011. 012 
013-016 
017, 018 
019-022 
023-025 
026-029 
030 
031-034 
035-037 
038-041 

042 
043,044 

045-050 

051 

Extreme 

Strut B Transformer Room 
BC Connecting Bridge 
Strut C Dining Hall 
CD Connecting Bridge 
Strut D Sediment Pool 
DE Connecting Bridge 
Strut E Parcel Room 
Strut E Heliport 
Strut F Warehouse 
FA Connecting Bridge 
Shell 1 Core, 1 F 
Shell 1 Core, 81 
Shell 1 Core, 82 Computer Room 
KL Connecting Bridge 
Strut L Sewage Treatment Facility 
Shell 2 Core, 1 F Air Purification Room 
Strut E Heliport 

Arsenal Gear - Ascending Colon 
Strut A Roof 
Strut A Pump Room 
AB Connecting Bridge 
Strut B Transformer Room 
BC Connecting Bridge 
Strut C Dining Hall 
CD Connecting Bridge 
Strut D Sediment Pool 
DE Connecting Bridge 
Strut E Parcel Room 
Strut E Heliport 
Strut F Warehouse 
FA Connecting Bridge 
Shell 1 Core, 1 F 
Shell 1 Core, 81 
Shell 1 Core, 82 
Computer Room 
KL Connecting Bridge 
Strut L Sewage Treatment 
Facility 
Shell 2 Core, 1 F Air 
Purification Room 
Strut E Heliport 

000 Arsenal Gear - Ascending Colon 
001 Strut A Roof 
002, 003 Strut A Pump Room 

for the Tanker, you will get it You need about 120 
to get it in the Plant section. 

BWEWIG 
Collect every Dog Tag and you will get this wig, 
which gives you infinite oxygen. This is also only 
available in the Plant section. 
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004, 005 
006, 007 
008 
009, 010 
011, 012 
013-016 
017, 018 
019-023 
024-026 
027-031 
032 
033-036 
037-039 
040-043 
044 
045, 046 
047-052 
053 

AB Connecting Bridge 
Strut B Transformer Room 
BC Connecting Bridge 
Strut C Dining Hall 
CD Connecting Bridge 
Strut D Sediment Pool 
DE Connecting Bridge 
Strut E Parcel Room 
Strut E Heliport 
Strut F Warehouse 
FA Connecting Bridge 
Shell 1 Core, 1 F 
Shell 1 Core, B1 
Shell 1 Core, 82 Computer Room 
KL Connecting Bridge 
Strut L Sewage Treatment Facility 
Shell 2 Core, 1 F Air Purification Room 
Strut E Heliport 

ORANGE WIG 
Collect about 150 Dog Tags and you will get this 
wig. It allows you to have an infinite grip meter in 
the Plant stage. 

BROWN WIG 
This allows you to have infinite ammo for the Plant 
section only. Access it by collecting 80 Tags. 

STRATEGY 0 ~~~1?.~ 
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FIIIJU. FAIITAS 
Secrets And Super Weapons 

cusroM SUPER WEAPONS 
AND ARMOR 
Be sure to have a weapon or armor with 4 slots 
open. You can purchase these following items from 

the boy at the beginning of Macalania Woods, but 
only after you defeat Seymour inside of Sin. 

1. Break Damage Limit 
If you equip this ability, you can now deal 99,999 
worth of damage! Get 60 dark Matters. Use these 
and equip it on your weapon. You can also obtain 

some of this item by beating the Special Battle 1 
fights at the Monster Trainer's place. 

2. Break HP Limit 
With this ability equipped on your armor, you can 
exceed the maximum number of HP - 9,999. You 

must obtain 30 Wings of Discovery. Since it will be 
very difficult to normally exceed this amount, you 
must use the AP trick in order to gain more HP. 

AP Trick 
Use ten Doorway to Tomorrows on a weapon to 
equip the ability Drive to AP, which allows you to 
build up AP in a fight instead of your Overdrive 
meter. Now set your Overdrive type to Ally. Go to 
the cavern of Stolen Fayth, where you can obtain 

Yojimbo. Walk around until you encounter the Magic 
Pot cast Haste on the character with the Drive to 
AP ability. Now just keep defending over and over 
(press Triangle to Defend). This will take more than a 
few hours, so I suggest using a controller with a 
Turbo feature, and taping down the button. You also 
might want to equip the weapon with Drive to AP 
on it, with Double Drive and/or Triple drive. This will 
greatly speed up the process. 

Celestial l1irror 
To get the Celestial Mirror, you must first acquire the 
Cloudy Mirror. In the calm Lands, first get a 
Chocobo and then go to the feather on the right 
side of the cliff at the entrance. Once you've jumped 
across, head up to the next screen and you will find 
the hidden Remiem Temple. Inside, you will find the 
Summoner Belgemine. She will challenge you to 
battle all of the Aeons you've acquired thus far. Now 
go outside and head left, and you will find a 
Chocobo. Examine the sphere near the Chocobo 
and it will explain how you can participate in a 

Chocobo race. Talk to the Chocobo on the right to 
begin the race. If you beat the Chocobo, you'll 
receive the Cloudy Mirror. By itself, the Cloudy 
Mirror is pretty useless. Now, head to the southern 
portion of Macalania Woods. You will find a mother 

CHDCDBD RACES AND TIDUS' LEGENDARY WEAPON 
In order to get Tidus's Legendary weapon and Sun Sigil, you must beat the Chocobo races in the Calm 

Lands. To gain Tidus' best weapon and Sun Sigil, you need to complete the Chocobo races at Calm 
Lands. Start a race, and beat each one to unlock more. Once you get to the final race, against another 

rider, beat him, and you will be able to get past the guard in the northwest of the Calm Lands. Go grab 

the weapon here. To get O on the time clock, get as many balloons as possible, and avoid fNefY bird. 
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standing with her son; talk with them a few times. 
Then, go right and then north. There will be a small 
area with some people standing around, one of 
which is the boy's father. Talk with him, then when 
he takes off, return to the first area and talk with the 
mother and father a few times. After this, run up the 

glowing path to the lelt Talk with the son and head 
north. Now you can charge up the Cloudy Mirror; 
which will transform it into the Celestial Mirror. This 
item allows you to unlock chests and walls contain
ing each character's ultimate weapon. Also 
remember that you must return here in order to use 
crests and Sigils to unlock the power within the 
Legendary Weapons. 



:::• CODES 
• This month's hottest cheats 

RADIOACTIVE CODES! 
Access the Cheat Code Screen from 
the Options menu and enter the 
following sequences. Then press Start 
to confirm the code. 

Infinite Ammo 
+®+-@+®+-@!: 

Invincible 
+-@➔@+-@➔@!: 

Invisible! 
+-@➔@+-@➔@!: 

Unlock Allen l1ode 
t@t@t@t@!: 

Unlock Slow-l'lo l'lode 
➔@t@➔@t@!'!: 

Unlock Xen Gravity 
t@+®t@+®!'!: 

BONUS PARKING STAGES 
Complete each parking level to open 
up new ones. If you complete the 
Bonus Parking Level, you'll unlock a 
sixth stage. 

s. NUlll'S SIIOWIGIINlfi 

MAXSTATS 
Press @@@ while holding right on 
the d-pad and m 

IIIIVIS1' IIOOI 

RECIPES 
Blue Berry Jam: Blue Berry (3x) 
and Pot 

Boiled Egg: Egg and Pot 

cake: Egg, Milk, Breadfruit and Oven. 

Cheese: L Milk and Pot 

Cooked Fish: Potato (or Herb), 
Fish and Pan. 

Cran Berry Jam: Cran Berry (3x) 
and Pot 

Cream of Corn Soup: Milk, Corn 
and Pot 

Cream of Mushroom Soup: Milk, 
Mushroom and Pot 

Cream of Tomato Soup: Milk, Tomato 
and Pot 

Creamy Soup: Potato, Milk and Pot 

Flan: Egg, Milk and Oven. 

Fruit Cake: Breadfruit, Milk, any fruit 
and Oven. 

Fruit Omelet Egg, any fruit and Pan. 

Hot Milk: S Milk and Pot 

Mixed Jam: Very Berry, Cran Berry, 
Blue Berry and Pot 

Mixed Omelet: Egg, any vegetable 
and Pan. 

Omelet Egg, Milk and Pan. 

Special Cheese: G Milk and Pot 

Sunny-Side Up: Egg and Pan. 

Very Berry Jam: Very Berry ( 3x) 
and Pot 

Yogurt M Milk and Pot 

Enter all of the following codes at the 
Code Entry Screen 

Weather In Domed Stadiums 
SHAKE IT UP 

Aloha Stadium and Pro Bowl Teams 
ALOHA 

Ball carrier Shield 
CAN'T TOUCH THIS 

Controller Scoring 
SCOREBOX 

Fumble Button 
READY TO FUMBLE 

Players Jump And Dive Further 
SUPERMAN 

Reliant Stadium Available In 
Exhibition And Practice l"lodes 
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HOWDY 

Show Everyone 
SHOW EVERYONE 

SIIIPSOIIS IOU IMil 

All of the following dates must be set 
according to PS2's internal clock (in 
the System Configuration) to access 
these secrets. 

Unlock Halloween Bart 
Set the date to 10/31 /2002 to unlock 
a Frankenstein version of Bart 

Unlock New Year Day KrUSty 
The Clown 
Set the date to 01 /01 /2002 to unlock 
Krusty the Klown in a suit 

Unlock Thanksgiving Marge 
Set the date to 11 /22/2001 to unlock 
a white-haired version of Marge 

Unlock Xmas Apu 
Set the date to 12/25/2001 to unlock 
Apu in a Santa outfit 

HIDDEN CARD UST 
1. Fred Durst of Limp Bizkit 
2. Mick Foley 
3. Tajiri 
4. Rhyno 
5. Jerry Lynn 
6. Spike Dudley 
7. Last Man Standing Match 
8. Street Fight 
9. Ultimate Submission Match 
10. Wrestlemania X-7 Arena 
11. lnsurreXtion Arena 
12. 55 Extra Ability points for CAW 

(Create a Wrestler) 
13-32. CAW Movesets 
33. Theater Mode Movies 
34. Original Entrance Music 

7 

35. Original Entrance Music 44. 4 Glove Parts 
36. New SmackDown! Arena (The 45. 10 Pattern Parts 

one with the big fist) 46. 8 Shoe Parts 
37. 10 Paint Parts 47. 8 Tights Parts 
38. 8 Mask Parts 48. 10 Belt Parts 
39. 8 Item Parts 49. 5 Miniskirt Parts 
40. 8 Sleeve Parts 50. 9 Long Skirt Parts 
41. 9 T-Shirt Parts 51. Shane McMahon 
42. 5 Wristband Parts 52. Stephanie McMahon-Helmsley 
43. 6 Elbow Pad Parts 

Theatre l"lode 11ovies 
Complete Wrestlemania to access 
these. 

Unlock 55 Extra Ability points for 
CAW 
First, you must use your Create-A
Wrestler and tell Vince you don't 
want to create a Tag Team. Now con
stantly talk trash to whoever claims 
that he deserves a shot at the title, 
and then go tell Michael Cole that 
you want to lay the smack down on 
whoever says, "I deserve a title shot" 
Next, go see Vince in the Parking Lot 
Be sure to win the match. Appear to 
whoever challenges you, and beat 
them. Finally, win the Last Man 
Standing match at Wrestlemania. 

Unlock Create a Wrestler Parts 
First choose a character holding a 
belt, and defend it once to unlock 
your first part You can either 
continue this process, or choose 
another character and win the belts 
to unlock three cards. 

Unlock l'lovesets for Create-a
Wrestler 
The moves are unlocked randomly, so 
just play Story Mode long enough, 
and you'll obtain these parts. 

Unlock Fred Durst 
~nlock !his pop star by winning 15 
times with the Undertaker in 
Slobberknocker mode. 

Unlock lnsurreXtion Arena 
First, go tell Vince that you want to 
make a new Tag Team. Again talk 
trash to whoever wants a title shot, 
but ~II Michael Cole you were just 
messing around. Go see William 

Regal and tell him you want a shot at 
the European belt Win this match 
and then win the next match at 
lnsurreXtion. 

Unlock Jerry Lynn 
Unlock this character by fol lowing 
these steps in Story Mode. Go tell 
Vince that you want to create a new 
Tag Team, and be sure to talk trash to 
whoever wants a title shot But, tell 
Cole that you were just messing 
around. Let the two minutes expire. 
Now, go win the Fatal Fourway 
Elimination match. Don't accept any 
challenges from anyone. Go talk to 
Earl Hebner at the Soda Machines; 
ask how he is. Let the two minutes 
expire again. Once more, win the 
Fatal Fourway match. 

ntiSla IIE1IL SIIAi.L WWL 

Activate Shield 
➔➔ ,1,,1, 

Fire Weapon Backwards 
+- ➔ ,l,m 

Plant A Mine 
➔ +-,I, 

Shoot Freeze Weapon 
N,t 

lilTAilOO 11111 

nASTER noDE 
Beat the regular Story mode on 
normal to unlock Master Mode. 
Beware though, it is ultra hard. 





•• •• •• •• • • The answer to your question is 
just a letter or an e-mail away 

What's Going On Here? 
I just bought Grond Theft Auto 3 and I think it's one of the best games yet I've played the older 

GTAs and I think they're still great When I ScNJ the "M" rating on the case, I thought "big deal, 

there's just Soing to be a little bit of blood: but I was wrong. It's more violent then ever. 

One more thing; I was playing GTA3 and I was driving by these ladies that looked like ... uh, 

"ladies of the night' I stopped right in front of one, and she got in my car! I went back to driving 

around, and eventually dl'Ov'e into an alleyway. I parked, and all of a sudden the car was shaking 

and my money was dropping, but my health was going up. It went all the way up to 125! I'm just 

wondering, were they doing what I think they were doing in the car? Thanks for your time. 

kyle canifax, gamrmc25@hotmail.com 

WiMMJ I deflnltely don't tlmk that little kids should be playtna pmes like GTAJ, but 

that's what the ESRB ratlna system Is for. In this case, It seems to be worldna-
About the scenario that you desalbecl: they're dolna exactly what you think they're 

dolna-By that, I mean they're eatin8 health food and aettinl really. really exdted 

about It. Given the rest of the pme's content, would you expect anytline else? ;-) 
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Na Mare Anime Cutscenes? 
Is it just me, or has anime gone totally CG on 

PS2? I mean, look at Zone of the Enders! 

EXCELLENT gameplay, graphics, •tun factor•, 

story (although short); and the CGs were great; 

don't get me wrong, but they were all anime CGs. 

The new upcoming Xenosaga seems to have the 

same thing - anime CGs. What ever happened 

to the good old 2-D anime movies in games like 

Xenogears, Crono Trigger (PSone), and Elemental 

Gearbolt? These made you feel like you were 

watching Gundam, Dragonba/1, or something. 

Have they all disappeared because companies 

want to show off PS2's power? 

Daniel Scott, grendle_ 15@hotmail.com 

BrTiml Traditional animated sequences 

aren't gone forever, but I think it's just 

easier (and cheaper) for most developers to 

use 3D graphics, instead. Sometimes it 

works great, and sometimes these story 

scenes end up looking so generic and "blah" 

that I despise having to skip through them. 

Sorry, Daniel, but I don't think we'll see the 

CG dnemas go ifWill'I anytime soon. 

_____ ] 

MGS2 Goes La La? 
I was playing Metal Gear Solid 2 for about eight 

hours and [major spoilers ahead!] I was at the 

area where the player is naked and you have to 

go find your clothes. After I checked in at the 

node, I went through the door and I kept getting 

messages from the colonel. He sounded like a 

computer and there was a lot of static. He kept 

saying "haven't you played long enough", and •1 

will do the fighting for you7 Then a picture of the 

original Metal Gear game came on and he said 

·outer Heaven- Must infiltrate-· and some 

other stuff. Also, when this happened, the name 

of the level changed. What in the ... ? 

Also, do you know what they were talking 

about when they mentioned the "La Li Lu Le 

Lo?" The guy who tells you where the president 

is kept saying that I also heard it a couple of 

other times. Is something wrong with my game? 

Have you encountered anything like what I've 

mentioned? Thanks for the great walkthrough. 

Zack Wolchesky, zaow@hotmail.com 

~ Actually, your copy works just 

fine, as everything you mentioned is meant 

to be in the game. Kojima, the game's 

Director, spent considerable time making 

1fGS2's story more like a detailed novel. 

"any of these things that you mention are 

metaphors and symbols whkh Kojima uses 

to explain his story. To me, in general, some 

of these symbols and metaphors suggest 

that our sense of security, and concept of 

democracy, are just a facade used by the 

organization (the La U Lu Le Lo, aka the 

Patriots) so they can carry out their objec

tives in secrecy. Decide for yourself how this 

applies to you and our own society. What 

do you think he wants us to consider, or do? 

Is MGS2 in Surrauni:I or Not? 
I've got a pretty good receiver. It tells me when 

the sound input is surround sound by displaying 

an icon for each speaker that is receiving input. 

Also, the DTS logo appears on its LCD when the 

movie I'm playing is coded that way. In the 

options screen in MGS2, it allows you to turn 5.1 

sound ·on•. but my receiver does not show me 

that it is receiving input per each speaker the 

way it does on movies and I hear absolutely no 

sound from the rear speakers. I tested the PS2 

with a Dolby 5.1 movie and it indeed shows the 

appropriate icons indicating it's 5.1. I have my 

PS2 connected to it via the optical cable. Is 

MGS2 really in 5.1 or is it just pulling my leg? 

Mike Krablean, McKrab@aol.com 

HH!lll The reason that you don't see the 

appropriate icons light up all the time is 

because only select dnemas are encoded in 

Dolby Digital. The PS2 isn't currently 

capable of creating DD5.1 effects In-game, 

only DTS, so the DD kon will only light up 

during some of the non-interactive 

cinematic segments of l1GS2. 

Gamer Grrls' Grievance 
All right I understand. You're guys You're 

GAMER guys. So naturally, you'd put half-naked 

girls in your mag. I really do love PSM, but hell, 

I'm a girl gamer. and there's NOTHING that's just 

0 

LETTERS 0 0~0 D99 
0 o0 SELECT 

for the girls. You did put some game dudes in 

the Swimsuit Special, but it's not enough. If you 

want to reach out to all gamers, you have to do 

some stuff for the grrls, too. Like, you could do a 

survey to determine the top 10 hottest PS2 guys, 

or maybe a GUY Swimsuit Special along with the 

girls. Get with the program, MEN. 

Alice, aliceinwonderland@evilemail.com 

1I!Iiii1J1 You raise a very valid point, Alke. 

Alas, as charged, PSM is guilty of targeting 

most of our pictures and drawings towards 

the male set. But the reality is that hardcore 

guy gamers are our core constituency, which 

is something we cannot Ignore. Still, 

according to the number-crunchers, female 

gamers are a growing demographk, even 

eclipsing males in some gaming markets 

(especially in parlor and casino games 

played on the Internet). But (pg. 100 ►) 

GAPIE 
HARANGUE 
by Bill Donohue 

o..__ __ _. 

This Is the worst 
time of the year 
when It comes to 

pmes. Who has 
time to play? 

Between Chrlstnm, 

Ills and rehearsals, 
holiday clnners and 
parties., I haven't 
had time to play 

anylNna.Onthe 
plus side, however, 
I'll stHI have a bunch 
of panes to play 

once all the 
aazlness stopS... 

HurrayfarFebruayl 
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DOWNTIME 
Hey, only 99% of our time is spent on 

playing games! We do other stuff, too! 

► unfortunately, the PS2 market and our 

readership remain predominantly male, and 

I can't effectively communicate the insanity 

and outrage that would result if we came up 

with an all-male swimsuit issue, or ran 
pictures of "Buck Wilde" instead of our 

signature Valkyrie Wilde. 

However, we would like to offer up 

something just for our girl gamers out there. 

, Upon receipt of your e-mail, we advised 

PSl'l's own mysterious masked man Tokoya 

to wax his bikini zone and immediately dis
patched him to l'luscle Beach In Venice, 

CalHornia. Unfortunately, the results were 

simply too hot to show here. Perhaps the 

most disturbing thing about the photo shoot 
was Tokoya's willingness to do this for 
hours ... even after we ran out of film. 

Seeing Things 
I was recently at a convention with a friend of 

mine (November 14, to be exact). It's hard to 

explain the convention because it has a lot of 

different things, but among these were some new 

arcade games. We were wandering around and I 

noticed a small booth that stood all alone. 

Normally I would have kept on walking, but 

something caught my eye. Was that Yoshimitsu I 

saw fighting on the screen? It was, and not only 

that, but he looked different He wasn't in his 

normal armor. I saw a preview of Tekken 4 in your 

magazine and, in it, Yoshimitsu was wearing the 

same clothes as he was at the convention. I also 

saw some other Tekken 4 characters, like Craig 

Marduk. Could you explain all of this, please? 

HARDCORE~ ..IIIT ..IIIIIT ..IIIIIT 

You mentioned in the December 2001 issue that Xenosaga "is neither a 

spin-off nor a sequel" to Xenogears. I've seen a couple a trailers of the 

game. in which I've noticed characters that look exactly like characters 

from Xenogears. There were characters that looked like Elly, Fei, Citan, 

and the Executioner. Strangely, the clothing style in Xenosaga is even 

similar to what's in Xenogears. One more thing, they also mention Zohar 

in Xenosaga, which was also in Square's game. I hope that you're wrong 

about this because I've been waiting for a true sequel (prequel? spinoff?) 

to Xenogears for a very long time now. 

Michael Showes, xenogears_2@'Jhotmail.com 

Well, accordint to the developers of the pme, Xenosaga 

will feature some of the characters that were In Xenogeo,s, but It 
looks like they wll only be playlns bit parts. Apparently, there's 

BOinl to be several cameos In the pme, but It's IC)ing to take a 
serious Xenogears fan (like yout) to notice all of them. 

,., ...IIIIIT ,., ,., ,., 

Somehow, I thought that they would be similar to 

the Fire Reaver found in the first installment, 

giving you certain powers with each element I 

guess after the limitless hours of enjoyment the 

first Soul Reaver gave me, I was expecting a 

gaming experience of the same caliber in its 

sequel, or at least one that would be as chal

lenging. So, in some hope your staff can help 

myself and others like me, I have questions: 

1. Will there be another installment of the Soul 

Reaver series that will FINALLY tie up the loose 

Max Jaeger, leviathan75392@aol.com ends left over at the end of this one? 

ml!Ill Umm ... I assume that what you saw 2. Has anyone discovered uses for the four 

was just the arcade version of Tekken 4, that elements aside from the applications that are 

runs on the PS2-compatible System 246 vital to completing the game? 

board. I'm not sure of the date you saw the 

game, but it's actually in wide circulation Chris, BlindCenobite@aol.com 

now and should be at all the major arcades. 

Sorry About Soul Reaver 
I have just beaten the long-awaited Soul Reaver 2 

for PlayStation 2, and am sorely disappointed. 

The uselessness of the four elements and the 

questionable ending troubles me very much. 

Aside from opening doors and other activities 

which allow you to complete parts of the game, I 

have found no other uses for the elements. 

mffl While the problem you mention isn't 

as bad as it was in the first game, Soul 

Reaver 2 does have its incomplete parts. 
The elements are just one example. Boil it 
down to a rushed production cycle and the 

switch from PSone/Dreamcast to the PS2. 

1. I'm pretty sure that we' ll see Raziel 

return, but who knows how (pg. 102 ►) 
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AW, C'tlON, PLAY ALONG! 

► long it will take. I don't expect Soul 

Reaver 3 to show up in 2002, but it's 

certain to come out in the future. 

2. I'm not aware of any other real uses for 

or 340+ different options to make this game 

incredibly fun and addictive. Seems like today's 

baseball games do only one thing successfully ... 

they bore most everybody I know. Sure, they 

look great, but who really cares when the game 

the elements, but some of you readers out itself is very boring and slow? 

there might. E-mail us if you have any ideas. Do you know of any plans for someone to 

Baseball = Na Fun 
Here's a novel idea for any developer looking to 

make a great game. Make a baseball game. Ok, 

got the first part? Now try adding this to the 

code and see what happens ... FUN. What an 

incredible idea, huh? 

Let me explain. Maybe it's just me, but does 

anyone really care about the hundreds of little 

details and graphic wonders that make up 
today's games? Does anyone really care that the 

hitters look and have the same stance as their 

real life counterparts? 

Do you remember the game called Baseball 

Stars for the old 8bit Nintendo system? No real 

players, just one stadium, and lackluster graphics 

by today's standards. But it was the best baseball 

game ever made. I think one of the main 

reasons was that it was fast and easy. I can't see 

how anyone could play through an entire season 

with these games today - it takes nearly an 

hour to play through just one game. I may be in 

the minority on this one, but that seems a tad 

too long - especially when there are 162 

games in a regular season. 

To all developers - take a look at Baseball 

Stars. It didn't take the best graphics, real teams, 

LINK-UP ► 

make a pure arcade-style baseball game like 

Baseball Stars? Seems like every sport has a 

game like this, but baseball. I'm hoping for a 

game like Hot Shots. Now that took golf and 

made it really fun to play on a home system! 

Coker, mkocher@pantagraph.com 

iM:Ml·I You bring up and interesting point 

concerning simulation versus arcade-style. 

As vldeogames have progressed technologi

cally, there's obviously been a desire to see 
how realistic games, especially those of the 

sports genre, can get. There are plenty of 

people who love simulation baseball games 

that take 162 hours to complete. However, 

there are also plenty of people, such as 

myself, that find these games a tedious 

bore. Fortunately, Midway figured out that 

the baseball genre was lacking an arcade

style game. This year they will be bringing 

out nLB S/ugfest. Unfortunately, there are 

no plans for a new Baseball Stars game, as 

SNK, the original developers, went out of 

business. If you can get your hands on a 

Neo Geo though, you could get Baseball 

Stars 2, which is my favorite baseball game. 

TECH TALK 
The Wonders Of Widescreen 

1. What is the PS2's widescreen setting used for? Neither SSX, Gran 

Turismo 3, nor the DVD playback use the PS2 setting to switch to 16:9 

output Instead, they all relied upon their own in-game settings. 

2. Does the PlayStation 2 support 480p outpUt? Games could look 

even better on an HDTV display, by eliminating interlaced jitters, if they 

had an option to use it 

3. As HDTVs become more popular, widescreen support in games will 

become more of an issue. I propose that PSM include a "Widescreen 

Yes/No" box in the game status bar that precedes each game's review. 

I know I'll be looking more closely at games with widescreen support 

for my future purchases. 

Darrell Spice, Jr., Darrell5@RTRON.com 

...., ......... .a It's my understmdlng that the wklescreen setting 

witWn the PS2's menu system only affects the menus and 

doesn't carry over Into 1ames or movies; you have to set those 

lndtvldually. As for 480p output - nope, at least not at present. 

It's possible Sony could release a system driver update for this, 

but when that might happen is anyone's llff955. 

Finally, our game Info bars are packed as it is, but If enough 

people really demand that we cover this aspect of PS2 games, 

we'll look into lncludilg that In the future. But, that said, most 

people are going to buy a good 1ame whether it has widesaeen 

support or not. .. and would you really buy a bad game just 

because It has this option? Keep on rockin' in the wide world! 
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DEAN HAIRE is the winner of our 

August (issue 51 ) Caption Contest 

You can check out his winning 

caption below. Dean, your PSM 

Jot down a funny caption for the game screen up above, and if we like 

yours the best, we'll send you a PSM Prize Package filled with PlayStation 

games and goodies! Send your entry to PStt caption #55, c/o Imagine 

l'ledia, Brisbane, CA 94005 (or at psm@imaglnemedia.com, with 

•pstt caption #55" in the subject header). Be sure to include your full 

name and address so we can contact you if you win. Good luck! 

Ah, memories. We'll NMY' be able to 
smell a rotdna corpse aaain without 
beq whisked ilWiJf/ u, the nrst time we 
played the or"'1al Sletrt HII. As au1U1m 

leaY2S chanle color and fall, so will we 
remember the skinless Rttle devil 
dilcnn that chased us with knives. 

But et10U8h l9'llinlsci18 - that ship has 
saled, and we nut move on. Ow 

February '99 Die also featl.n!d b7lb 
Raider Ill, the adventll'e that SiM Lara's 

assets start to show sip of saainl, 
~ here's a too activity: if you have 

this Issue, 1ake a good, Iona look at the 

dark, scary cower; then quickly open u, 

the ~ pastel-colored Inside of the 
maaame. Now do it apin. And again. 

One more time... HEADRUSH! 
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arly EVERY 
yStation game 
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code again! 

e ONLY book you'll 
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